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The advances in scientific medicine and the rational application 
of the same have been phenomenal in the last twenty years. These 
advances have been of a nature that demand hospitalization very 
largely for the complete realization in medical practice. The old ideas 
of medical practice are being supplanted by the new. It is obvious 
that, under most circumstances, home conditions will not permit of 
improvised hospital facilities. It is impossible to bring hospital 
facilities to the home, so that it has become necessary to hospitalize 
more and more in order that we apply in diagnosis and therapy that 
which modern medicine affords. The well-trained surgeon no longer 
performs surgical operations in the home. The well-trained interni~t 
no longer attempts to diagnose obscure conditions in the home, much 
less manages them. The well-trained obstetrician no longer cares 
for the expectant mother in the home, which too often may be at the 
expense of both mother and child. The public is being educated and 
appreciates the importance of hospital care. 

The Hospital a Workshop 

The hospital no longer stands in disrepute as a place to go to as 
a last resort which generally ended in death. The hospital is being 
recognized as a workshop where there are facilities that represent 
the last word in scientific medicine and workers who represent the 
best in training and skill that modern medicine afford5. The public 
is coming to realize that a hospital is a community problem, that it 
shall have community support and shall serve everyone, the poor, the 
rich and the great middle class on whom a great hardship has come 
by reason of the tremendous cost of medicine if it is not afforded them 
by an institution at a cost which shall not make it prohibitive. The 
public is coming to realize that hospital practice by the medical pro
fession shall not be abused. That the hospital shall not exist for a 
select few physicians of a community, but shall be accessible to all 
well-trained medical men. 

*Read before the National Methodist Hospital and Home Association, Chicago, 
Ill. February, 1922. 
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2 The Hospital Problem 

It is obviously unfair to the young man who has thoroughly 
trained himself in modern medicine and satisfactorily met all the 

· prescribed standards of qualifications to be turned loose in a com
munity and try to practice that type of medicine which he has been 
trained to practice, without hospital facilities. It must ever be true 
that a certain per cent of illness does not require hospital care; this 
is especially true of the acute illnesses where the diagnosis is obvious 
and definite and where the course of the disease is likewise definite. 
Under such circumstances, good care can well be improvised at home 
and the well-trained physician who does home work suffers no handi
cap other than that of time in carrying into the home that necessary 
medical attention. 

We had it well demonstrated in the Army Service in large num
bers that a large per cent of acute illnesses require no particular 
medical attention other than good care, encouragement of elimination 
and a proper diet. Nature is a good doctor and has more specifics for 
the cure of disease than is generally credited. 

We must come to look on a hospital as a complete workshop that 
is not a place to hospitalize bed-ridden patients alone for diagnosis 
and treatment, but as a workshop to diagnose and advise treatment 
in the ambulatory case such as is being done in our free clinics and 
part-pay clinics. The same principle in diagnosis must be applied 
to all material. It is a well recognized fact that present day medici~e 
is orsanized to care for the destitute and the very well-to-do, but 
the great middle class is unable to buy modern medicine. Fortunately 
the numbers whose conditions demand this type of medicine are in 
the minority so that society suffers only in a limited way. 

C a-operative Clinics 

The development of co-operative schemes of work, that is, the 
co-operative clinics such as are being developed all over this country 
demonstrates the advantages of this complete workshop where the 
obscure, acute, sub-acute or chronically ill may go for diagnosis and 
treatment. Obviously this affords the advantage of complete findings 
in an individual case with a single fee which is supposed not to be 
prohibitive to the iqdividual. Unfortunately these private schemes 
of work repre€ent a commercial basis as most medical men are not 
philanthropic to the extent of rendering service for which they do 
not have a reasonable return. These co-operative Clinics have their 
advantages and disadvantages. The outstanding advantage is com-
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pleteness of work without a prohibitive fee and the outstanding dis
advantage is the lack of personal interest in the patient and failure 
properly to evaluate findings. Obviously these Clinics do a certain 
amount of unnecessary work in order that necessary work be not 
overlooked. The complexity of modern medicine demands this sort 
of practice, hence the co-operative Clinic is here to stay but it can 
never represent the whole of medical practice and, if it did, it would 
be detrimental, robbing a large per cent of medical men of individual 
initiative and resolving medicine into machine methods. 

If we accept that the hospital represents a complete workshop for 
the hospitalizing of cases, and there is great advantage in having such 
a workshop in order that we apply scientific medicine, then we must 
accept that the hospital shall furnish the other portion of the work
shop, namely, the diagnostic clinic where means are afforded for a 
proper diagnosis of all diseases such as our free clinics represent. 
vVhy shall we not look to the hospital as the complete workshop 
'vhere all cases difficult of diagnosis shall go and be investigated at a 
cost prohibitive to no one, where all worthy practitioners of medi
cine may take their cases for diagnosis and then have advantages of 
suggestions as to proper therapy. Life and health should not be made 
prohibitive to any one and medical practice should see to it that it be 
within the reach of every one in so far as scientific medicine affords. 
Many of the co-operative clinics compete with the whole profession, 
that is, they not only take cases for diagnosis, but also for treatment. 
This will tend to lower the standard of medical practice, as it will take 
from the worthy man in general practice his best clientage and not 
afford him hospital facilities. 

Hospital practice is a great incentive to do good work. Stand
ardization of hospital practice such as is being done by the American 
College of Surgeons is tending to elevate the standard of medicine 
generally. Fads, quackery and sectarianism will thrive less when the 
public generally are educated as to the value and limitations of mod
ern medicine. The facts of modern medicine rationally applied will 
bring a proper respect for medicine, greatly alleviate human suffer
ing, prevent disease and eliminate a great waste. The hospital must 
ever be the important means of making these facts accessible to the 
public. 

Need of Rural Hospitals. 

The establishment of hospital facilities in the rural communities 
must be the rational solution of medical practice in these districts. 
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The investment in the modern training in medicine is too great to 
make rural practice inviting today. Better conditions must be the 
solution. Good roads and our present means of transportation make 
the establishment of hospitals in the larger towns in rural communi
ties practical. It will be less and less necessary for the acutely ill 
to be taken to the larger centers for diagnosis and treatment, which is 
often at the expense of the well being of the patient. 

The hospital must have larger responsibility in the education of 
nurses who shall enter the fields of preventive medicine and public 
health nursing. The hospital must emphasize more and more the 
importance of regular complete examinations for the purpose of 
detecting the development of diseases that are insidious in onset. It 
must afford health clinics where the facts of medicine may be obtain
able to every one. The story of disease would be quite a different 
one if diagnosis were made early always and the proper therapy ap
plied. The hospital must furnish the same workshop that the indus
trial world furnishes for the man made machine, for example, the 
automobile motor. May we not think it reasonable to have inspec
tions of the human machine in the same way? Modern medicine 
affords a means of diagnosing early. Disease diagnosed late generally 
represents either indifference on the part of the patient or a failure 
to properly apply the means that modern medicine affords, or perhaps 
both. 

Organization and C orrelatiou of 11 ospital Service. 

The satisfactory work of a hospital depends in part upon proper 
organization and correlation of the administrative, professional, nurs
ing and social service functions of the hospital. It is well to have 
the professional service divided into the two great groups, namely, 
medicine and surgery with a director of each division. Under each 
division shall be classed the departments which by nature of work 
shall be determined either medical or surgical. It is well to have the 
Director of Medicine serve as head of the department of general 
medicine. Each department under the medical or surgical division 
shall have a departmental chief who shall be directly responsible to 
the Division Director. 

A Medical Council is made up as follows, namely, Superintendent 
of Hospital, the Director of Medicine, the Director of Surgery, and 
a fourth member who shall be selected by the Department heads not 
including general medicine and general surgery, and shall serve for a 
period of one year. The Medical Council shall determine or initiate 
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all matters of policy and standards of professional efficiency which 
shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees. Upon 
invitation a representative of the professional services chosen by the 
Medical Council shall meet with the executive committee of the 
Board of Trustees. 

The Medical Council meets weekly to consider all matters that 
have to do with professional services of the hospital. The profes
sional services of the Out-Patient Department are organized in same 
manner as professional services in the hospital. All visitants to the 
hospital have professional responsibility in the Out-Patient Depart
ment. The Department chiefs are directly responsible for the type 
of service rendered in the Out-Patient Department. The Superinten
dent of the hospital directs the administrative function of the Out
Patient department, which work is under the supervision of the 
Director of the Out-Patient Department. 

The Medical Personnel of the Out-Patient Department has access 
to the open ward cases and certain responsibility in the routine care 
under the direction of the department chief. 

The Out-Patient department is open from 8 :30 a. m. to 10 a. m. 
which gives the Medical Staff the advantage of completing their hos
pital work early in the day and does not necessitate their return to 
the hospital for an afternoon clinic. The Out-Patient department is 
patterned after a semi-private clinic and has facilities and equipment 
to make it a complete workshop such as modern medicine affords. 
The work in the Medical and Children's Clinic is done by appoint
ment which enhances the appreciation and co-operation of the patient. 
Time is thereby controlled and loose, hurried up, incomplete work 
is not done. All medical men, either staff or non-staff, must limit 
their hospital practice to one specialty in order to encourage the 
highest standard of hospital practice. 

The Social Service department determines the social status of 
every patient applying to the Out-Patient department for profes
sional service. The Medical Clinic department determines all diag
noses and classifies accordingly. The Social Service Department 
keeps a follow-up system, and, where failure to report at a stated 
time, a card or letter is mailed or, if necessary, a home call is made. 
A daily report of all ward entries is furnished the Social Service 
department, likewise a report of all discharges. 

Reports of the work of the Out-Patient Department, the House 
Staff, the Nursing Service are made to the Medical Council weekly. 
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The Medical Staff meets monthly, or oftener, for the purpose of 
holding clinics and discussing matters of professional efficiency. 
Thus the personnel of a modern hospital is organized into a great 
working force having in mind a single purpose, the rendering of 
skilled professional care, and emphasized at all times humanitarian 
side of scientific medicine. 

Hospital treatment of the sick must ever represent skilled sympa
thetic care which must never be at the expense of the patient's rights 
arbitrarily taken from him because of undue authority on the part of 
the nurse or physician. 

In conclusion, let me emphasize the great need of amplifying hos
pital facilities everywhere. That the hospital must be made a com
plete workshop accessible to all reputed physicians ; that it must rep
resent all that modern medicine affords in preventive medicine, re
search medicine, diagnostic medicine, curative medicine and social 
service; that it must be an institution of learning where nurses, phy
sicians and social workers shall be trained in every phase of scientific 
medicine ; that it must render service to every one at a cost that shall 
never be prohibitive; that the institution shall realize. as the medical 
profession realizes, according to responsibility and service rendered. 



THE SCHOOL IN THE HOSPITAL FOR RUPTURED 
AND CRIPPLED 

MAY JANETTE CHAPMAN 

Supervisor of Classes, H opsitals for Ruptured and Crippled, 
New York 

Out of the self-sacrificing humanitarianism of Dr. James Knight, 
who founded in March, 1863, the New York Society for the Relief 
of Ruptured and Crippled, has developed the great hospital which 
today carries on a gigantic work to relieve suffering humanity, which 
he started in a tentative way at 97 Second A venue, so many years ago. 

It was Dr. Knight's daughter, Miss Cornelia, ·who conceived the 
idea of whiling away with study the tedious hours of the children 
in whose behalf the hospital was organized. She formed classes 
and herself taught the little patients, wisely believing that the parental 
system was best suited to their needs, its chief element being warm
hearted kindness. 

The studies, under her guidance, were selected to meet the cir
cumstances and condition of the little sufferers from deformity and 
disease, so diversified as to become a pleasure to the pupils rather 
than a task. The three Rs, being interspersed with singing lessons 
and merry, instructive games were so well planned as to afford the 
children apparent recreation, and have happily eliminated protracted 
confinement in the schoolroom. These games are still one of our 
most popular and instructive occupations-"Elimination," for in
stance, leads to a broad knowledge of everyday facts, manufactures, 
science and art. A proper exercise of the mental faculties is one of 
the essential elements of human life to which children, rightly guided, 
respond eagerly. It has been found that the exhilaration of mind 
consequent upon suitable mental exercise, so reacts upon the physical 
forces as to augment their vigor and induce a higher state of bodily 
health. 

As the work of the Hospital expanded, larger quarters became 
necessary and in 1870 the new building, then highly modern in its 
every equipment, but "absurdly far uptown" -at the corner of Lex
ington Avenue and Forty-second Street, was constructed. 

There a large, well lighted playroom was used, mornings, as a 
schoolroom. 

7 
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One of the earliest pupils was a little five year old girl, paralyzed 
in both legs. She made a virtue of necessity and learned to "walk" 
on her hands. Under treatment the legs began to revive and after 
a few years she was able to stand sustained by braces. She also 
developed a sweet singing voice; was taught in the school to sing and 
to play her own accompaniments. Orphaned, she was retained in 
the hospital, her willing hands ever ready to help nurse the younger 
children, comforting all with her melodious voice. With slight 
training and much experience, able only to get about in a wheel 
chair as her body developed instead of her legs, she became assistant 
nurse; and in time, head of a large, ever-crowded ward. Poor, as 
the world counts, she possessed the wealth of a loving heart that has 
always something to give, expecting and too often receiving nothing 
in return. She was unconsciously a teacher of the divine truism: 
"It is more blessed to give than to receive." 

With the ever-increasing number of patients, many of whom 
remained in the hospital months, perhaps years, it became necessary 
to employ professional teachers. Under a supervisor the older 
girls attended night school in the hospital, three of whom trained for 
and became appointed as assistant teachers. Gradually, vocational 
work was added to the curriculum. The graded classes were in ses
sion from nine to twelve, mornings. The boys enthusiastically 
devoted afternoons to carpentry, chair caning, and basketry, their 
physical capacity determining the choice. The girls welcomed instruc
tion in plain sewing, weaving, embroidery, light book-binding and 
basketry. 

A novel sight to one who has never watched a handicapped child 
at work! Those who can stand, with or without crutches, working 
at the benches, sawing, measuring, fitting and finishing their wood 
work. The boards are of one-eighth or one-quarter inch in thick
ness, so as not to tire the eager patients, also to enable them to execute 
a given task entirely unaided. Other students have portable benches 
fitted over the wheel-chairs to which they are confined, the class in 
chair caning disposing itself ad libitum. The results were taburettes, 
small stands for the class rooms, foot stools, desk racks, book racks, 
hanging shelves, waste baskets, etc. The chairs throughout the build
ing, hitherto worn and frayed, are now kept neatly repaired. Basketry 
has many virtues-dexterity, common sense, cause and effect, choice 
of color and self control. 
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The older girls discovered the delight inherent in underwear and 
dresses made by their own hands. Many of the embroidered articles 
were presented to the patronesses, whose generosity paid for these 
classes. Their suffering forgotten, pathetically eager to make some
thing beautiful, the pupils are a constant inspiration to their teachers, 
and the results highly gratifying. 

To enable these boys and girls, from whom life has stolen the 
normal pleasures and possibilities-to make something with their 
hands; to help them to help others, is the teacher's constant aim. 
And the wise teacher refuses to let them think they cannot do all 
that a normal child does. One slogan: suited to the spiritual develop
ment of our students is: "There is nobody so badly off that he can
not find somebody worse off to help." And our boys and girls go 
back to their tenement homes knowing that the team work of head, 
hand and heart will earn healthy bodies and a livelihood. 

One girl who came to us with both legs paralyzed, was enabled, 
by a delicate spinal operation. to walk within a year. The commer
cial training begun in our school she completed after she left us and 
is to-day the main support of her mother and sister. And she paid 
her brother's way through college! 

We have not been rated as high, educationally, as we desire and, 
we hope, deserve, because of a misplaced belief that a crippled mind 
is inevitable in a crippled body. If only the able-bodied sons of rich 
men in the great universities were half as hungry to learn as our 
crooked-bodied boys and girls, there would be less incompetence in 
the professional and business world. And if our boys had their 
opportunity .... ! 

Since 1913 the hospital has occupied the beautiful new building 
erected in Forty-second street, east of Second Avenue. The archi
tect provided spacious, beautifully decorated, bright classrooms, on 
the fifth floor, enabling the children to work in fresh air and sun
shine under the most auspicious conditions; thereby effecting in 
their mental development results that are as tangible and enduring 
as are the results of their physical care and treatment in the wards. 
The Assembly Hall, where all classes meet for brief morning exer
cises is a daily inspiration to us all. The children sing lustily; they 
are fond of music. When we unleash the victrola their bodies, even 
when encased in plaster, respond to the rhythm in primitive dance
impulse. A little girl who wears a long "spica" with her leg bent at 
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an acute angle, will manage to turn on her side and keep perfect 
time with the other foot. 

Many children come for a brief period of treatment or operation. 
Naturally, a teacher feels that she can do little or nothing to help 
these transients in their battle with life. Yet, when years later comes 
a record of progress due to the tiny stone dropped from our hand 
into the pool, we realize how far-reaching are the effects of every 
attempt to help. 

One day recently, I met on Forty-second Street a fine young fel
low who limped slightly and proved to be Fred W-- who wears 
the spica for life; but owing to his teacher's encouragement while in 
the Hospital, of a natural desire to draw, he is a graduate of Me
chanics' Institute and holds a fine, paying position as electrical 
draughtsman. 

Another boy, Bennie--, had a tubercular knee and much of his 
time in the Hospital was spent in bed, giving scant opportunity for 
schooling. One day we were to design covers for the English work; 
to draw something appropriate. Bennie's composition had George 
Washington for its subject, but he drew in pen and ink the head of 
a Puritan that was remarkably indicative of talent. Encouraged to 
develop it while confined in bed, he chose for his model the mechanical 
appliances, with which the surgeons had equipped his bed to assist 
his cure. He is now a draughtsman in the New York Central Rail
road's forces. 

A dear little frail girl who had to be kept for weeks on an air 
bed learned to read and to do light needlework as a pastime. When 
she was able to come to school in her wheel chair she was an eager 
student and afterwards graduated from a public school, studied type
writing and has since earned enough to help support herself. 

A "paraplegia case" wears a "calot jacket" made of plaster paris 
with a high collar, walks with crutches and operates an office tele
phone, her education having started in the Hospital. 

Thanks to the Social Service, we are enabled to keep in touch 
with many of our pupils after they return to their homes, thereby 
helping them to carry on what we began. Far away ones frequently 
send us work to be corrected, feeling sure of sympathetic assistance. 

Many of the Hospital's interested visitors are surprised to see 
a schoolroom filled with pupils in wheel chairs and "carts." We, 
who labor to plant the seed in such fertile soil, believe that there are 
many benevolent folk who would be willing to help us if the facts of 
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our great need were brought to their attention. Our work is crip
pled by the fact that when patients are discharged from the Hospital 
their intellectual development too often ceases. 

Could we have a fully endowed home in the country for conval
escent patients-and convalescence is slow among our patients, even 
after they are dismissed from the Hospital-their studies might be 
prolonged for months, sometimes years and instead of being an un
happy burden on long-suffering families, every crippled child would 
be trained for adequate self-support. Now, we must send them out 
to make room for patients in need of immediate relief-a heart
breaking task to the teacher, who knows the inevitable consequence. 



HANDICAPPED DEPARTMENT 
I. M. DUGGAN, Editor 

FINDING WORK FOR HANDICAPPED WOMEN 
LUCILE EAVES 

Director Research Dcpartm,ent, Women's Educational and 
Industrial Union, Boston, Mass. 

Records which have been accumulating for ten years in the 
Bureau for Handicapped Women maintained by the Women's Educa
tional and Industrial Union of Boston furnish many suggestions for 
medical social workers who see~ gainful employment for discharged 
patients of hospitals, assist physically handicapped women under 
treatment at dispensaries, and advise female heads of. families who 
are forced into the unaccustomed role of breadwinner by the sickness 
or death of their husbands. In fact, the analysis of a thousand of 
these case records shows that 95 per cent of the handicaps of the 
women registered corresponded closely to those with which the 
medical social worker must deal. 

The discovery of employment which can be offered to handicapped 
or inexperienced workers is the first difficulty to be overcome. Any 
large establishment easily can provide one or more positions suitable 
for such workers, but a visitor with quick perception and some 
ingenuity in suggesting possible adjustments may increase the willing
ness of employers to reserve certain places for the handicapped. The 
maintenance of a central registration bureau to which social workers 
and friends may report promptly all possible opportunities for the 
placing of the handicapped also has done much to facilitate the work 
of the Boston Bureau. 

Tactful instruction about the requirements of business life is 
necessary for women who are entering upon their first business ex
periences. One such person, for whom an opening had been found 
after much effort, waited for the weather to improve before reporting 
for duty. Others have no appreciation of the value of time and 
must be taught habits of promptness and of strict devotion to business. 
The gossipy, friendly intercourse of social life must be abandoned. 
The impersonal relationship of a business office may seem trying-

12 
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particularly when there is the somewhat exaggerated sensitiveness 
and self-consciousness of convalescence. 

Over four-fifths of the positions available for Boston handicapped 
women were found in the occupations which the Census lists as 
"domestic and personal service," and nearly three-fourths of this 
service was the less organized work of private homes rather than 
the more specialized tasks of institutions, hotels or restaurants. Two 
out of every three of those who were sick or convalescent undert-ook 
such work. Women of greater experience or refinement became 
s11pervising housekeepers in homes where the wives and mothers 
were ill or absent, or found places as companions, or attendants on 
chronic invalids. General housework, sewing, the care of children 
and even the heavier duties of laundering and cleaning were also 
undertaken by those handicapped by ill health. The hotels and insti
tutions supplied a great variety of work ranging from supervisory 
positions to the services of chambermaids, pantry-women and dish
washers. 

The domestic and personal service positions offer certain advan
tages when their duties can be discharged without physical injury. 
Board and lodging usually are supplied, so that the worker is relieved 
of the anxiety about living expenses which must be suffered by those 
who are subject to the seasonal unemployment of many industrial 
and mercantile establishments. In such occupation~ it is not neces
sary to keep pace with machinery, so that it sometimes is possible 
to adjust services to varying physical conditions. They are practi
cally the only positions in which untrained women may earn their 
own living and have additional funds to spend in the care of depen
dents. 

Women handicapped with "nervousness" and with closely related 
mental and moral defects were the most difficult to place. They 
could not be taken into a home because they were unsuitable com
panions for children ; they were unable to engage in the simple tasks 
resulting from the division of labor in modern industry because they 
could not or would not adjust themselves to fellow-workers. Indus
trial home work, even though it is somewhat "sweated" seems a 
blessing for such persons: sewing, crocheting and coloring cards or 
postals were the kinds of home work offered through the Boston 
Bureau. 

Special forms of vocational education must be developed before it 
will be possible for persons engaged in the vocational guidance and 
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placement of the handicapped to do justice to their charges. Out of 
353 widows whose records were studied, only 16 had managed to 
acquire skill in tasks not ordinarily performed by housewives, and 
it is questionable whether half of this number were sufficiently 
trained so that they could have earned full support by such voca
tions. Conditions were not radically different for the married, sep
arated and divorced women although usually they were somewhat 
younger than the widows, and many reported previous experiences 
as wage-earners. Only 15 out of 335 found work other than sewing 
or domestic and personal service. It is impossible to believe that, 
out of 700 women who found it necessary to become wage-earners 
after married experiences, only 30 were capable of earning a com
fortable income by activities different from those which they had 

· undertaken in their homes. 

An "Opportunity School" like that of Denver is needed to supple
ment the activities of each group of medical social workers, but it 
would be difficult to discover educators who combine the knowledge 
of psychology, sociology and economics necessary for the instruction 
which should be given. Provision must be made for the mental re
education which will promote adjustments to new experiences, and 
there must be a thorough understanding of the opportunities and 
requirements of the local labor market. 



DEPARTMENT OF DIETETICS 
ELEANOR F. WELLS, Editor 

A SURVEY OF THE HEALTH, HABITS AND 
CUSTOMS OF THE MOUNTAIN WHITE 

AND NEGRO RACE IN THE SOUTH~ 

FAIRFAX PROUDFIT 

University of Tennessee, Out-Patient Department 
.~.V cmplzis General Hospital 

The problem of raising the standards of living in the various 
races living in America today has become so vital, and the need for 
different methods of attacking the problems which militate against 
their good health and efficiency is so apparent, that the Social Service 
committee of this organization has decided t.o make an intensive study 
of certain races seeming in need of immediate attention, and by so 
doing be in a better position to offer intelligent advice on the subject. 

It is not possible to generalize to any great extent nor to sit in 
one's office far from the seat of trouble and give advice as to the 
alleviation of the existing conditions. One must work among a 
people in order to understand their needs to get their point of view 
or to judge of their shortcomings. And for this reason it has been 
deemed advisable to select dietitians to make the surveys whose 
work brings them more or less in contact with the races under obser
vation. My field of work lying in the South, it has fallen to my 
Iot to study the food habits and customs of so called mountain white 
and of the negro race that make up so large a percentage of the 
population of all of the Southern states. 

That there is a great need for making this study has been made 
evident by the ever increasing amount of pellagra throughout the 
South, the awful toll levied annually by tuberculosis and other 
respiratory diseases, and the high death rate among t.he infants of 
both races. In speaking of this last point, a recent report from one 
of the mountain counties in N. C. showed a death rate of one in 

*Read before the annual meeting of the American Dietetics Associatiort, 
Chicago, Illinois, October, 1921. 
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every thirteen babies born, a condition probably duplicated in other 
counties. 

It is impossible to state with any degree of certain_ty that the 
bad health conditions apparent in both of these races is due entirely 
to their present food habits, since these habits have been in existance 
practically always, and the diseases just mentioned are at present 
increasing. But, that the right kind of food, properly prepared 
makes the difference between resistance and non-resistance to disease 
and is considered by the very best authorities to be the chief means 
of combatting tuberculosis, pellagra, scurvy, rickets and the 
digestional disturbances so prevalent among the mountain whites 
today. \Vith a change in existing food habits and a better under
standing of the laws of right living, much improvement might be 
made in the mental, moral and physical outlook of these people, and 
a saner and sounder mode of living established which would un-. 
doubtedly raise their standard of health high above its present status. 

At first glance one is confronted with the striking similarity 
between the dietaries and the diseases of the mountain whites and the 
negroes. but the differences in racial characteristics and in environ
ment, compells one to examine into the "causes" in both cases, and 
to make a separate study of each. 

THE MouNTAIN WHITE 

The mountain white living in the more or less remote regions 
of the Southern highlands, has always been a law unto himself, the 
very fact that he has always been obliged to depend upon his own 
efforts both in sickness and health, has created in him a form of 
independence, if not selfishness, which makes it doubly difficult to 
determine the extent of his needs, and to render the assistance 
believed to be absolutely necessary in order to safeguard him and the 
people with whom he must come in contact. 

He has lived so long in his crude and isolated state, that he has 
become innurecl to its hardships and privations. He has borne with 
fortitude and stoicism the ills and troubles incidental to his manner 
of living, and he neither asks nor desires a change. In fact, were the 
average mountain dweller asked why he did not change and improve 
his manner of living he would probably reply "that his pappy and his 
pappy's pappy had always lived that way and what was good enough 
for them was good enough for him, a philosophy which has done 
more to clog the wheels of progress than any other known cult. 
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A brief survey of the dietary habits of these people will show 
how far they fall short of what is believed to constitute the average 
adequate diet for health. 

Pork (fat meat) and corn products, with a certain amount of 
wild fruit and vegetables during the summer months, forms the 
basis of all of the mountain dietaries. About half of the families 
have milk for at least part of the year, some, especially those who 
are better off financially, have it all of the year, but many are forced 
to go without milk entirely in their dietaries. When there are cows, 
the mountain woman churns frequently, and the buttermilk furnishes 
the only beverage save coffee, used by the family, but the butter is 
poor in flavor and white and flaky in appearance, much of the sout 
milk is left in owing to the bad method of working it, consequently 
its keeping properties are poor. But the average mountaineer prefers 
bacon drippings to butter on his bread, hominy or potatoes, so such 
small items do not disturb him. 

The majority of those living in the mountains, even in the more 
remote and inaccessible regions have a small flock of chickens but 
the use of them for food is not nearly so frequent as one is lead to 
believe from the stories of the delectible fried chicken of the South. 
They are kept chiefly for the eggs they produce, which would not 
appear bad on the surface, but the eggs are practically all used not as 
food, but as a means of barter at the country store which carries 
a stock of salt, sugar, vinegar, molasses, soda, white flour, and 
usually some kind of canned goods, salmon, tomatoes, and peaches 
which he may purchase. Here too may be found such cheap 
candy and merchandise as can be afforded by the people in the dis
trict. The storekeeper derives, it would seem, the greater part of his 
profits from his sale of tobacco for while practically every mountain 
white raises his own, he rarely ever produces enough to meet the 
demands of his family, who one and all, save the infant, use tobacco 
in some form. 

Of fresh meat, beef or mutton, there is little, and that which is 
available is tough, stringy and unpalatable. Food animals who must 
derive their entire sustenance from the pasturage afforded by the 
precipitious mountainsides, with practically no additional food from 
the farmer, must necessarily produce meat which is inferior in 
quality. The mountain farm offords little means of storage or 
refrigeration so that the slaughtering of a beef would mean either the 
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disposal of it before it was killed, or the chance of its spoiling before 
it could be used up, both of which serves as a sufficient reason for 
the universal use of meat which may be salted or smoked, in other 
words, pork. 

The garden patch which forms a part of every mountain farm 
is as a rule poorly cultivated and badly kept, growing a more plentiful 
crop of weeds than vegetables. However, one does find beans, 
turnips and turnip greens, white and to a less extent sweet potatoes, 
cabbage, beets and onions. A few raise pumpkins and tomatoes, but 
these are not as common as those already mentioned. In the 
summer and spring the women and children gather berries and wild 
greens, or "sallels'' and in the autumn gather a store of nuts, persim
mons and, where the climate permits, pawpaws for use during the 
winter when the average mountain diet is so very restricted. 

Of late the canning clubs fostered by the government and other 
agencies have introduced into the mountain the simple methods of 
canning whereby the mountain woman may save her surplus berries 
and tomatoes when she is fortunate enough to have them. Once in 
a while one sees the "salaratus" biscuit on the table of the mountain 
white, but as a rule the flour from which they are made must be 
packed from the country store sometimes twenty or more miles 
across the mountains, so that while cornbread is always in evidence 
the biscuit is considered, except in the more or less accessible regions, 
a delicacy. 

Sugar is scarce owing to the fact that it too must be bought at 
the store, also because it is expensive, consequently the mountaineer 
sweetens his coffee with sorghum syrup or honey, the latter is dark 
in color and strong in flavor, save the sourwood honey which has a 
delicious acid flavor and delicate amber color. 

The average mountain white has a decided prejudice against the 
use of manufactured cooking fat. Preferring to use pork fat to 
the exclusion of all others, he puts it into practically every dish 
prepared save the strong cheap coffee which is drunk by every 
member of the family, even the babies in arms are given sips of this 
beverage. 

The inadequacies of the above diet are most apparent, but before 
we pass judgment upon its partakers it may be well to examine into 
the causes which have made such a diet possible. 

In the first place the inaccessible region in which these mountain 
people live prohibits their knowing what the rest of the world is 
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doing, and effectually deprives them of the knowledge wherein they 
are different. 

The average mountain farm is perched high up on the mountain 
sides at an angle which prevents its fields lasting through more 
than two or three seasons. Undoubtedly if the mountain white could 
be taught how to preserve his fields by terracing them, poor as they 
are, they would produce more prolifically, and the need for breaking 
out of new ones would not be nearly so frequent. At present corn 
is practically the only crop produced by the mountain farmer, it is 
more easily produced and stored than other grain, it has the additional 
value of serving as food both for the family and the stock, and even 
before prohibition had a ready, though small, cash value. It is 
ground as needed into meal or grits, or soaked in lye made from 
wood ashes, to remove the husk, for hominy. 

Corn products as we know have a high fuel value, but they arc~ 
deficient in certain of the essential proteins and vitamines which help 
to make up the adequate diet. 

Pork (fat meat) the second but equally valued food material 
from the mountaineer's standpoint, is open to the same objections. 
The wild pig roaming at will through the forests of these mountains 
living and thriving in a region where any other food animal would 
starve to death, is the most cherished possession of the mountain 
white, furnishing him with his cheapest and most available source 
of meat and fat. The fact that "cornbread and sowbelly" con
stitutes a full and complete menu so far as the mountain family is 
concerned, makes it more difficult to institute the changes in diet 
which will have to be made, if the health of these people is to be 
materially improved. 

To my mind one of the most serious problems militating against 
the health of the mountain white today, is the deficiency of the milk 
supply. Under present conditions this is unavoidable. The average 
mountain cow is turned out to find food as best she can, but the 
pasturage is poor and hard to get at. The cows must travel far to 
procure even the meager ration provided by nature, consequently the 
milk produced under such circumstances, is limited both in quality 
and quantity, showing a low fat and probably an equally low vitamine 
content, which must inevitably detract from the value of the product. 
The answer to this problem would seem to me to be "milch goats." 
These small animals do not require so much food as the cows, and 
since they are brousers instead of grazers, could find an ample 
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food supply in the leaves and other green things in which the moun
tains abound. Besides this they have the additional value of being 
able to defend themselves against attacks from wild animals and from 
the more frequent pest of dogs that infest the mountain farms 
throughout the South at present. 

Goats have been used successfully in other countries as a cheap 
and available source of milk, producing in quality and quantity as 
much as the average mountain cow. The kids too might readily 
serve as a source of fresh meat, being in quantities easily utilizable, 
even in places where the storage facilities are as limited as those of 
the mountain white. This is only a suggestion and probably one 
which has been already tried. So far as I can ascertain, no extensive 
experiment of the kind has been made in the Southern highlands, 
and now, at the time when the dietary deficiencies of these people are 
being brought to light, it would seem logical to give it a trial. 

The food habits of this race cannot be left without a word as to 
the manner in which their food is prepared, for we know that no 
matter how good a material may be before it is cooked, that its 
palatability and usefulness depends largely upon the manner in 
which it is prepared for the family consumption. Practically the 
only methods used by the mountain white are frying and boiling. 
The cornbread or salaratus biscuit may be baked, but it is generally 
done in a skillet on top of the stove, or set upon hot coals in the 
fireplace which takes the place of the cook stove in the poorest homes. 

Everything is fried, pork (fat meat) potatoes, sweet potatoes, 
apples, hominy, and even cornbread and the occasional pumpkin or 
sweet potato bread which is made by mixing the stewed pumpkin or 
potato with cornmeal, pork fat and water. The starches are rarely 
ever sufficiently cooked, probably on account of the poorness of the 
fuel and the lack of knowledge on the part of the housewife. The 
majority of the vegetables (turnips, beans, cabbage, greens, etc.), are 
cooked with a piece of fat meat, and constitute with cornbread and 
coffee the dinner of the average mountain white in the summer 
months. 

In the winter the dietary is still further restricted, consisting 
chiefly of fat meat, cornbread, dried beans and coffee, with an 
occasional possum, coon, squirrel or rabbit which the mountaineer is 
able to kill for the family table. In some cases we find apple sauce 
made from dried apples, or canned berries which the mountain woman 
has put up in clear water and sweetened with honey or sorghum 
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syrup when ready to use, but these are the exceptions rather than the 
rule. 

It is very rare to find vegetables used in the form of salads. 
One medical missionary told me that he raised lettuce himself and 
carried it daily to one patient whom he considered in need of leafy 
vegetables, and that it required months of patient persuasion to 
induce her to try it, but in the end she did, and now cultivates it for 
herself. 

A word as to the diseases most prevalent among these people. 
Tuberculosis, pellagra and stomach trouble, have already been men
tioned. It would seem that the mountain white is particularly sus
ceptible to all kinds of respiratory disturbances, colds of all sorts 
appear to be universal. It is difficult to find either adult or child 
who is not suffering from these troubles, during the winter months. 
This may be due to their insufficient clothing, but one is led to suspect 
that lack of resistance causes these mountain people to suffer from 
colds as well as from contagious diseases such as measles which is 
found to be so fatal among them. 

Of course one must take into consideration the scarcity of phy
sicians in the mountain counties, which frequently allows of a per
son passing beyond the reach of help before assistance can be had. 
The mountain white has always been accustomed to waiting until 
the last moment before calling in the doctor, or he has made use of 
the herb doctor instead of a legitimate practitioner, consequently in 
many instances not only does the patient die, but the rest of the family 
has been needlessly exposed to contagion. 

Patent medicines are prevalent even in the most remote regions. 
The mountaineer frequently spends a large portion of his scanty 
means to purchase the so called ''comfort" of the patent tonic. 
It is not at all unusual to find the path leading to the front door of 
the cabin outlined with empty patent medicine bottles. The difficulty 
of breaking up this pernicious habit was experienced when the fight 
on hook worm was made some years ago. 

That the poor housing conditions and lack of proper sanitation 
and personal hygiene is accountable for at least a portion of the 
poor health prevailing among mountain whites, can readily be under
stood when one considers some of the obstacles confronting them. 
It must be remembered that some of these mountain cabins are twenty 
or more miles from the nearest store and from five to ten miles 
away from the nearest neii"hbor. Oftentimes whole familiei, some-
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times numbering as many as twenty souls, live and have their being 
in the narrow confines of one small cabin consisting of one or a~ 
most two rooms. vVhen one realizes that every bit of the wood 
used to warm the family and cook its food must be chopped and 
carried in sometimes from a great distance, it is not surprising that 
they limit their space as much as possible. 

In many of these monntain cabins the filth and squalor are un
speakable, but again when one understands that all of the water must 
be brought from a spring frequently situated high up on the moun
tain side away from the cabin, or obtained from a shallow well blasted 
through hard rock, one only wonders that any of it is used for the 
purpose of bathing or cleaning, and is not surprised that surface 
water teeming with typhoid or any other bacteria, enjoys equal favor 
with the uncontaminated waters of other regions. 

In conclusion I would say, that the findings in this survey have 
led me to believe that much will have to be done in the way of 
dietary and health habits before a marked improvement in health can 
be expected. That the deficiency in the milk supply, the super
abundance of pork and corn products in the diet, the limited number 
of eggs used, the decidedly restricted and unbalanced character of 
the winter dietaries, the limited space and facility for storing which 
prevents a greater effort being made to broaden the menu to any 
extent, and the poor method of preparing the food, all point to the 
fact that what is to be done will have to be from standpoint of educa
tion. The mountain white will have to be approached through his 
sense of fairness. It wilt have to be demonstrated to his satisfaction 
that his vvay is wrong, and that if he expects to survive and be a 
part of the great citizenary of this country, he will have to do his 
part. 

This changing of habits and customs of a people that have existed 
for hundreds of years as they are now will not be easy, and those 
who undertake the work of raising the standards of living among 
the mountain white will have to reckon on the suspicion if not hos
tility which will inevitably be displayed by the mountaineer when 
any suggestion is made for a change in his present manner of living, 
especially when the changes may seem to indicate a curtailment of 
his personal freedom. 

He will have to learn to consider the rights of others in so far as 
taking the common, and today customary, precaution against the 
spread of disease. The prevalence of tuberculosis and kindred 
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troubles to say nothing of the various digestional and deficiency dis
turbances existing in the mountainous regions of the South today is 
largely the result of his manner of living and not an act of God as 
he seems to believe at the present time. It will require courage and 
persistance to overcome his prejudices and firmly rooted beliefs, but 
that this must be done is being proved every day in the reports sent 
in from this region of the South by those who are already at work 
in that field. 

The following grocery order is intended to illustrate the difference 
between that of the city dwellers and the mountain inhabitants of the 
remote mountains of the South. 

Fanzily Consisting of Father, Af other and Nine Children 

One weeks ration bill. 
( 1 1-2 bushels of corn meal, 75 cents a bu.) 

Flour, none, unable to buy any 
Pork ........................................ 1 dollar a week 
Fresh beef ................................... none 
Coffee ....................................... 50 cents a week 
Sugar ................... ~ ................... none 
Molasses ..................................... none 
Salt ......................................... 5 cents a week 
Soda ........................................ 5 cents a month 
Lamp oil .................................... 10 cents a week 
Tobacco ..................................... 50 cents a week 
Soap ........................................ none 
Snuff ....................................... 10 cents a week 

The above was supplemented with milk and butter up to last 
two months when cow went dry. There w-as no poultry or eggs 
eaten by the family, but the wife put up ten quarts of berries which 
did not last through the winter. 



CARDIAC DEPARTMENT 
M. L. WOUGHTER, Editor 

PHILADELPHIA ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRE
VENTION AND RELIEF OF HEART DISEASE 

DR. vVILLIAM STROUD, Secretary 

The First Annual Meeting of the Philadelphia Association for the 
Prevention and Relief of Heart Disease was held at the College of 
Physicians on April 19th, 1922. Dr. Joseph Sailer, President of the 
Association, presided. 

Dr. Sailer opened the meeting as follows: 

"This Association has been formed by its members because we be
lieve that there is need for such an organization in this city. The 
same need has been felt in many other cities and was first felt in New 
Y ark where a similar Association has been attempting to solve the 
problems of heart disease for seven years. 

"The object of this Association at the present time is to care for 
the laborer, the convalescent and the child with heart disease. This 
care will be accomplished in a variety of ways. The laborer will be 
helped to secure some light occupation that it is possible for him to 
perform without injury to his heart. The child will be spared, as far 
as possible, the stair climbing, the active outdoor exercise and the 
rough and tumble existence common to the child of the poor. Places 
will be provided for those convalescing from heart disease, too nearly 
well to remain in a general hospital, too weak to support themselves. 

''To accomplish these things we expect to utilize existing plants, 
or to create facilities for teaching laborers the lighter occupations. 
VVe have already established clinics throughout the city for the 
supervision of adults and children who have heart disease and we are 
about to open a home for children suffering from heart disease which 
will have accommodations for twelve ( 12) children, and possibly 
more. \\l e expect to open a home for adult men. In addition we 
~hall co-operate with the Public Schools, taking charge, when it is 
necessary, of all the children whose hearts are too seriously damaged 
to permit them to go safely to school and whose parents are not able 
to give them adequate care in their homes. We shall supervise the 
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care of those children with milder forms of heart disease, and advise 
the physicians or the Board of Education from time to time, if such 
advice is desired. 

"Our organization is financed by the Welfare Federation. There 
was alloted us for this year the sum of $5,000.00, which will be ade
fJUate for all the expenses of the Association, but it is not sufficient to 
pay all the expenses of the home for children. As the Welfare 
Federation does not wish us to collect money and as we had already 
arranged to charge nominal dues to the members, which seems to be 
the only way to maintain the interest of the members, all dues have 
been placed in a separate endowment fund which may be used for 
building purposes later. 

"To my mind this is only a beginning and will in time be a part of 
an association for this purpose that will be national in scope, but 
there is much more to be done and I foresee the time when there will 
be a national association for the prevention and relief of disease 
which shall include all the leaders of the community. and will have for 
its object the organization of relief for all sick or injured, and the 
supervision of the administration of that relief so that these sick and 
injured shall receive the most efficient care, and it will go even 
further, for it will watch the population of the whole country, and I 
believe will be able to prevent at least half the sickness from which 
the population of United States now suffers." 

Dr. S. Calvin Smith, the Secretary of the Association then made 
a brief report stating that the Association was formed in October, 
1920 by eight of the leading heart specialists in Philadelphia. Ht: 
stated that in order that the scientific study of heart affections might 
be kept distinct from the social service side, a sub-section of this 
larger Association, known as the "Section for the Study of Heart 
Disease," the membership of which is composed only of physicians, 
was organized, and for a time held its regular monthly meetings at 
the homes of the various members. The place of meeting was later 
changed to the College of Physicians, and attendance was cordially 
urged upon every physician in Philadelphia and vicinity. Dr. Smith 
stated that the present membership of this Association consists of 71 
annual members, 46 sustaining members, 15 life members, 5 honorary 
members, and 5 memberships from affiliated organizations, making a 
total of 142 members to date. 

The next report was given by Dr. James E. Tally, Chairman of 
the Cardaic Clinics Committee. Dr. Tally reported that there are 
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now six Cardiac Clinics in operation in Philadelphia, and six in the 
process of formation. 

Dr. George W. Norris, Chairman of the Executive Committee re
ported that up to the present time, there had been secured beds in six 
convalescent homes for patients suffering with heart disease. In 
addition to this, there had been secured, through the liberality of 
11iss A nne Thomson, the Little \Vhite Cottage. a convalescent home 
for children, containing twelve ( 12) beds for the summer months. 

Dr. Walter S. Cornell, Director of l\Iedical Inspection in Public 
Schools, stated that of the 220,000 children examined in the 
Philadelphia Schools last year, 1435 were found to have heart 
disease, 27,000 had bad tonsils, and 109,000 had bad teeth. 122 were 
excused from school gymnastics due to heart trouble. 

The annual address was made by Dr. Haven Emerson, formerly 
Commissioner of Health in New York City. Dr. Emerson stated 
that from 10 to 12 per cent of all deaths are due to heart trouble. Of 
these 16 to 20 per cent of all deaths under the age of 40 are from 
this cau!::>e, while from 75 to 80 per cent of all deaths over 40 are its 
victims. He stated that the causes of heart trouble are acute rheu
matic fever, tonsils, decayed teeth, an~ chorea. 

Dr. Emerson attacked the present system of medical examinations 
in the schools of Pennsylvania which does not permit the inspecting 
physicians to take oft' the clothing of the pupils, necessitating stet
hoscopic examinations through shirts or coats. Dr. Emerson said 
we should create public opinion to demand that examinations be made 
made on the bare skin over the child's heart and lungs. The hands 
of the doctors are tied so that only the more severe cases can now 
be diagnosed by them. The beneficial influences of clinics in releas
ing many people from the hovering fear that they have heart disease 
was stressed by Dr. Emerson, who urged that for actual sufferers, 
special positions should be found to enable them to earn their living 
under healthful conditions. 



EDITORIAL 

On the Writing of Medical Editorials 
(Reprinted from Nation's Health, 1922, IV, 85) 

An editorial is supposed to represent the crystallization of the 
policy of the publication in which it appears. Its function is to dis
cuss in a broad way some topic of interest to readers, to present the 
pros and cons of an argument, and to debate them to a definite con
clusion. It is to be a signboard to thought, a direction flag toward 
advancement. It must combine the qualities of clarity, brevity, time
liness, and frank courage. It does not "say it with flowers," it tells 
it with a wallop. 

The average medical editorial does not do these things. There 
seems to be a sort of mental hazard about discussing freely and 
frankly the big problems which confront us as a profession, a shrink
ing from writing boldly about the great evolution which we are now 
undergoing, a fear lest somebody's feelings be hurt, a conservatism 
which will accept only the copper of thought, lest it turn out to be a 
counterfeit. Hence medical editorials as a rule follow a safe middle
of-the-road policy, filling space with noncommittal, invertebrate state
ments which influence nobody. 

It is much easier to write abstruse discussions of highly technical 
matters than it is to take a definite stand on a moot subject like health 
insurance. Almost anybody can read over a laboratory paper and 
produce a re-hash editorial, but it takes thought and time and 
abdominal content to thresh out the new adaptations of medical 
teaching and the socialization of medicine. 

Perhaps, though, there are some good reasons for this. Medical 
journalism is as yet a relatively unexplored field, despite the fact that 
medical journals have been published for nearly two centuries. 
Possibly this arises from the fact that the journals which are owned 
by societies are afraid of the organization, while those which are 
privately owned fear the advertisers. Very few medical editors 
adopt their career as su.ch in youth and rise to the sanctum by applica
tion and training, and, truth to tell, many lack the broad gauge view
point and wide knowledge which must go into the direction of a really 
good medical journal. Too frequently they are unsuccessful 
practitioners or men whose bent is largely political, a state which in 
some instances is fostered by the old system of making the secretary 
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of the society also the editor of its journal. Sometimes a medical 
editor is not even a physician and he is therefore without a broad 
background of knowledge by which to form judgments. Too fre
quently the editor is a busy practitioner who accepts without question 
the papers vvhich are submitted for publication, nms the propaganda 
fillers which he receives from various agencies, prints the advertise
ments brought in by the advertising agent, turns the proofreading 
over to the office girl and once a month dashes off a hasty noncom
mittal, innocuous editorial. His clientele has asked for whale and 
has given them jelly-fish. 

Of course there is a good deal more to medical editorship than the 
writing of editorials. A lot of study of books and magazines and 
men goes into it. The ruthless rejection of compiled articles written 
on a typewriter which has lost its quotation marks; the recognition 
and stimulation of potential genius; the reading of the times aright; 
the repression of fads ; the perpetual combat of charlatanism both 
without and wilhin the medical profession; the constructive review
ing of books; the collection of news; these and a hundred more com
ponents go into the job being a good medical editor. To do these 
things well requires a certain type of mind and a very thorough train
ing. Medical editors are not born, they are made,-usually by 
accident. At present, there is no regularly established way of going 
about getting to be a well trained medical editor. There is of course 
the custom of drifting into it, or one may get his friends in the state 
society to elect him to the position. This later method has a peculiar
ly fatal effect on medical editorials, since a part of such an editor's 
effort at holding his job is to lacerate no sensibilities and to stand in 
with the crowd in power. This throws light on the safety first type 
of editorial which characterizes most medical journals. 

Is it not about time to recognize medical journalism as a distinct 
brand of literary effort and to provide in our universities courses 
which will lay the foundation for broad-minded, courageous medical 
editorship? Within a generation such a policy would change the 
whole face of medical journalism and would work tremendously to 
the stimulation and advancement of medicine. 



CURRENT COMMENT 

PHILADELPHIA IK-TAKE COMMITTEE 

Findings of the sub-committee on medical social service of the 
Philadelphia in-take committee. Katherine Tucker, Chairman. 

This report presents the final conclusions of a committee of ex
ecutives in medical social work and public health nursing who dis
cussed the ways and means of co-operation between the two activities. 

All decisions, in any given case, as to the relationships of Social 
Service Departments to each other or to the Visiting Nurse Society 
should always be made after a conference with the workers involved 
unless the situation is obvious. Such decisions will be influenced by 
priority of contact, strength of contact, character of the problem and 
the particular needs of the situation. \Vith this as a general principle 
the Committee suggests the following consideration of details: 

1.-\Vhen the same individual is going to two Hospitals the Social 
Service Department of the second Hospital, after consultation with 
the doctor in charge of the case and with the social worker of the 
first Hospital will enndeavor to return the patient to the Hospital 
where originally treated. The case would then be transferred with 
a summary to the Hospital where it is to be continued. 

2.-vVhen a patient is attending clinics in more than one Hospital 
and appliances or treatment are ordered for which the patient cannot 
pay, the question as to which Hospital or Social Service Department 
should assume responsibility for payment can only be decided after 
a conference of the workers and in terms of practical expediency. 

3.-Decisions as to the relationship between the Visiting Nurse 
Society and Social Service Departments will be based on the 
general principle that it is desirable if possible to have but one health 
2.gency '\'isiting in a family at a time .. Therefore when the Visiting 
Nurse Society has of necessity to continue visiting in a family be
cause nursing care is needed it will be decided after conference 
whether it is desirable for the Social Service Department temporarily 
to leave the health responsibility for both the individual and the 
family with the Visiting Nurse Society as long as that Society is 
visiting in the home. In such an instance the Visiting Nurse Society 
will automatically transfer the case back to the Social Service Depart
ment when the visiting nursing work is done. If, in the previous 
treatment of the case by the Social Service Department, intensive 
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case work has been involved on either the health or social side, the 
Visiting Nurse Society will handle only the nursing care while the 
Social Service Department will continue with the rest of the situation. 

4.-When medical appliances are needed the Committee felt that 
theoretically the Hospital should supply these, if the patient cannot 
pay for them, as part of the hospital treatment just like free service 
or free medicine. Practically, however, for the present, this is not 
feasible and therefore the practical basis of relationships will be as 
follows: 

(a) When the Visiting Nurse Society is on the case first it 
will pay for medical and surgical appliances if the 
patient cannot afford them. 

(b) If the Social Service Department is in on the case first 
it will pay for them. 

(c) When the Visiting Nurse Society and a Social Service 
Department are both equally interested and equally res
ponsible it will be decided after conference whether 
they can jointly share in the payment of the treatment 
ordered. 

The need was expressed for another Committee to study the relation
ship of Dispensaries with Social Service Departments to Social 
Agencies with ipecial clinics such as the Children's Bureau, the 
Health Center at the Neighborhood House, etc. 

A JOTTING ON FOLLOW-UP 

To workers engaged in that form of follow-up which may be 
styled the "carry-on" service for discharged hospital cases, applica
tion of the same idea in the business world may be interesting. Inci
dentally, this could be used as an argument for persuading some 
people of the ''hard-headed" type as to the real value in checking up 
end results. 

A well known steel rolling mill has introduced a system for testing 
the value of its products with the idea of improving their service to 
the consumer. Each customer is visited by an expert a few years 
after the installation who notes present conditions, what defects, if 
any, have developed, and asks for constructive criticism. Upon such 
reports decisions are based as to the kind of steel and type of plates 
best fitted to each condition of location, use etc. Hasn't this a 
familiar ring, merely substituting patient for customer and operation 
or illness for installation? J. L. B. 



NEWS NOTES 

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION EXHIBIT 

The central point of interest in the exhibit of the American 
Library Association of Hospital Libraries at the St. Louis meeting of 
the American Medical Association was the demonstration of the three 
methods of book distribution to hospital patients, now in use through
out the country : Government Service, Public Library Service, and 
Private Hospital Ownership Service. 

The Government Service is the outgrowth of the work done by 
the American Library Association at the time of the war, which 
proved of such value that the Government has now taken over this 
branch of the work. 

Each hospital is provided with an adequate collection of books and 
magazines, and has its own librarian. The library itself is available 
to the patient who is up and about, while the bed patient receives 
reading matter through ward distribution. The librarian is able to 
help in reconstruction work by supplying technical books and pamph
lets that have a bearing on the practical training going on in the work 
shops. This feature of Government work was well demonstrated by 
the Walter Reed Hospital exhibit. 

The Public Library Service developed a new phase of activity 
e~.fter the war, when certain librarians who had &;erved in camp 
libraries desired to extend the service to civilian hospitals. Sioux 
City Library, Sioux City, Iowa, was the first to add a hospital 
librarian to its staff. The general plan for such work is as foJlows: 
The Public Library appoints a hospital librarian and places a collec
tion of books in the hospitals selected for this service. Once or twice 
a week the librarian goes to each hospital and distributes reading 
matter through the wards. 

The Hospital Ownership Service antidates the work in Govern
ment hospitals. For many years hospitals have had books that are 
more or less available to patients. Generally such collections are 
unsupervised. There are however. a number of hospitals with 
appointed librarians. The exhibit of Barnes Hospital, of St. Louis, 
consisted of graphic charts showing the possibility of providing and 
distributing reading matter to patients and employees, with practically 
no cost to the hospital. Seven graphic charts demonstrate the 
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source of books (costs), use of books, and increase in activity of 
library. 

A digest of the charts shows there have been no books purchased. 
In 1921, patients' reading was one-third more than number of 
patients admitted; that seven-tenths of all reading is done by 
patients; that a book is issued every quarter of an hour in an eight 
hour day: that each book if read equally in the 1,200 collection must 
be issued more than six times: and that the per cent increase of 
patients 1915-1921 was 94% while books issued for the same period 
was 624%. 

The book truck used for bedside distribution, with titles selected 
from actual experience, was shown, and the entire exhibit was ex
plained by the volunteer workers of the Barnes Hospital and a 
former worker in the Sioux City Library Hospital Service. 

The Barnes Hospital Library was organized in 1915, under the 
supervision of the Record Keeper. The work of issuing books, 
keeping a record of the issue and shelving books, is carried on by 
members of the record force, who do this along with their other 
work. This, with the exception of cheap cards, constitutes the only 
cost to the hospital, for the affiliation with the Public Library, 
donation of books and magazines, and volunteer service for ward 
distribution, etc., provide the books and service necessary. 

Volunteer workers come twice a week fill a book truck suitable 
for bedside distribution, and go to the wards. The nurse in charge 
is questioned and she designates which patients are not to be disturb
ed. An attempt is made to fit the right book to the right patient. A 
highly nervous person would be given an entertaining but non-excit
ing book, while the patient suffering from a newly acquired fracture 
would receive any kind of absorbing and exciting reading matter that 
might serve to shorten the days of pain and tedium. 

Honorable mention was given "Miss Elizabeth Green, Barnes 
Hospital, St. Louis, for a demonstration of methods used in dis
tributing books in hospitals," by the Committee of wards on Scientific 
Exhibits. 

A!v1ERICAN HOSPITAL ASOCIATION CONFERENCE, 
ATLANTIC CITY,, SEPTEMBER 24, 1922 

Everyone will be much pleased to know that the Conference will 
be broadened this year by the addition of the Annual Convention of 
the American Occupational Therapy Association. All the Asso-
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ciations meeting with us last year will again join the Conference this 
year. 

Special interest will be the report of the Special Committee on the 
Training for Hospital Social Service Workers by Michael M. Davis, 
Jr., Chairman. 

NEW YORK NUTRITION COUNCIL 

At the annual meeting of the New York Nutrition Council, the 
reports of the committees on Statistics and Economic Standards were 
presented. 

The Committee on Statistics has made a careful investigation of 
the work which has been done on height and weight as an index to 
nutrition.The report of this committee brings up the following ques, 
tions: vVhat is the normal weight? vVhat is the relation of weight 
to height? To what extent are these an indication of proper nutri
tion? These questions are discussed in the report. It contains 
suggestions which will cause the average nutrition worker to think 
more deeply before arriving at final conclusions. This pamphlet has 
Leen printed and may be secured from the A. I. C. P., 105 East 22nd 
Street, New York City, at 25 cents per copy. 

As the Committee on Economic Standards recognized the difficul
ties which various agencies are having in arranging satisfactory food 
budgets, this committee has prepared a plan whereby any social 
worker may work out a satisfactory budget for a child of any age 
which shall meet its requirements of health. Further, it has prepar
ed fifteen points in nutrition for the social service worker. These two 
reports combined in one leaflet are being published and may be 
secured from the new Secretary of the Council, Miss Jean Lee 
Hunt, Bureau of Educational Experiments, 144 West 13th Street, 
New York City, at a nominal charge. 

The membership of the Council includes physicians, educators, 
dentists, nurses, nutrition workers, social service workers and repre
sentatives of organizations which are carrying on nutrition as a part 
of their programs. 

The officers for the coming year are Mr. George R. Bedinger, 
Chairman, New York County Chapter of the American Red Cross; 
:Miss Jean Lee Hunt, Secretary, Bureau of Educational Experi
ments; Miss Lucy H. Gillett, Chairman of Program Committee, A. I. 
C. P.; Dr. M. Alice Asserson, Treasurer, New York Tuberculosis 
Association. 
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On April 26, a testimonial dinner was given to Dr. S. Josephine 
Baker, head of the bureau of child hygiene of the New York City 
Health Department. Dr. Baker has been appointed by Dr. Herman 
1.\L Biggs, State Health Cpmmissioner, as consultant in child hygiene 
in connection with the organization of a new division in the State 
Department of Health provided by the Davenport law. 

Plans for the opening of a clinic for venereal diseases in the 
Provident Hospital for negroes have been completed. Two negro 
physicians and a negro social worker will have charge of the clinic, 
which is under the direction of the Baltimore City Health Depart
ment. 

Sir James MacKenzie is conducting a clinic in St. Andrews, 
Scotland, for the entire population of the town. Every resident is 
being kept under strict medical supervision, examined minutely, and 
all symptoms noted, after which they make monthly visits. In the 
case of babies, a record will be kept from birth to death, in order that 
physicians may note the inception, as well as the progress and cure of 
diseases, which they may contract. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR MENTAL HYGIENE IN 
ENGLAND 

An outgrowth of the work at a few hospitals and clinics which 
we established for treatment of functional mental disorders has been 
the recognition that early discovery and treatment of these diseases is 
imperative. 1\fany societies are already in evidence for treatment of 
advanced conditions of mental disorder. Therefore a provisional 
committee of leaders in the medical profession, and mainly those in
terested in medical psychology has decided to form a National Council 
for Mental Hygiene. The object of the Council is to promote insti
tutions for mental treatment and to encourage them to expand their 
fields through organized co-operation. The Covncil will help to 
establish psychological clinics at general hospitals for the treatment of 
mental and nervous disorders. It will endeavor to add to the 
systems of mental hygiene education in .medical curricula already 
established that as an <md result the public may have instruction in 
these fundamental measures which are so vital to community welfare. 
The organization in England is similar to the National Committee for 
Mental Hygiene in the United States. 
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The five year combined course for nurses between the Vancouver 
General Hospital and the University of Bntish Columbia, leading to 
a degree in nursing, is working out well. Already eighteen students 
are enrolled and the first graduates will be ready for work in May, 
1923. 

The City of Philadelphia through its department of public health 
has established a neuropsychiatric clinic in connection with the 

· Philadelphia General Hospital. The clinic will treat and observe 
patients discharged from the psychopathic wards of hospitals and will 
examine patients for early manifestations of mental disease. A 
trained psychiatrist will be in charged of the clinic. 

The annual meeting of the New York City Conference of 
Charities and Corrections will occur late in September this year 
rather than in May as formerly. This plan was made to relieve the 
pressure upon workers as they find an accummulation of meetings 
and preparation for summer conditions in the spring. 

The Volunteer Hospital of New York has been reorganized and 
will be known as the Beekman St. Hospital. Miss Whidden is in 
charge of its executive department. 

The announcement of the curriculum, on Social Work of the 
Simmons College, Boston, has been issued recently. l\1iss Ida M. 
Cannon and Miss Mabel Wilson are in charge of the courses in 
Hospital Social Work. The terms are adapted to one to four year 
students according to the previous preparation of the individual. 

MIDDLE ATLANTIC DISTRICT 

At the annual meeting of this District in Philadelphia on May 1st, 
the following officers were elected: Chairman, Irene Hayward; 
First Vice Chairman, Margaret S. Brogden; Second Vice Chairman, 
Mary L. Cook; Secretary, Blanche W. Thatcher; Treasurer, Ange
line W. Fisher. 

COMING MEETINGS 

July 4-10: National Education Association, Hotel Plaza, 
Boston, Mass. 
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Augustl-5: American Home Economics Association, Corvallis, 
Oregon. 

September 25-28: American Hospital Association, Inc., Atlantic 
City, New Jersey. 

October 12-14: American Child Hygiene Association, vVashing
ton, D. C. 

BOOK REVIEW 

"Children Born Out of Wedlock," George B. Mangold, Ph. D., 
University of Missouri, Columbia, l\1u., 1921. Thoughtful people 
are beginning to appraise illegitimacy, a phenomenon common to all 
peoples and classes, especially in its economic, biologic and sociologic 
aspects. 

In a short preface we are asked these searching questions: 
"What are we doing to ascertain and interpret the causes of this evil? 
Are we dealing effectively with mother and child? How about the 
father? How successful has been our remedial legislation? Have 
we an adequate preventive program in consideration?" Historically, 
·we find first punitive treatment directed toward the erring woman 
and the child, gradually evolving into a recognition of the mutual 
responsibility of the aggressive and more economically capable co
partner and protection for the innocent human result. 

Masachusetts in 1854 initiated collecting statistics in illegitimacy 
in America However after 40 years this was discontinued as the 
data were considered to have no practical use and Michigan is the only 
state with continuous records for more than 50 years. No other 
!tate except Connecticut had any data of this sort before the 20th 
century was well begun. Under the campaign for more adequate 
birth registration directed by the Children's Bureau and state and 
local Health Departments, provisions of different kinds are develop
ing to indicate legitimacy. We have little data upon which to base 
general statements but one fact is outstanding--the high prevalence 
of illegitimacy among negroes (eighteen per cent in Washington and 
sixteen per cent in St. Louis) and tlte comparative youth of the 
mothers, probably because it is but two generations since the marriage 
ceremony was introduced into their lives. The proportion of un
married mothers seems increasing, but is probably more apparent than 
real owing to more accurate statistics and declining birth rate. By its 
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indefiniteness, the Common Law marriage recognized in about three 
quarters of our states fosters opportunities for promiscuous living 
and hence should be abolished. Better facilities for treatment as 
well as a chance for concealing her condition and disposing of her 
child lead the unmarried mother to migrate to the city for confine
ment in hospitals, private maternity homes or benevolent institutions. 

Rates of illegitimacy in places like the British West Indies where 
family life is the exception is over 50 per cent. If that were the full 
explanation,_ we would expect it to be low in Europe where family 
solidarity is an outstanding feature. To our surprise however !his 
is not true and the rates of America, though high enough to be aLlrm
ing, vary from one-half to one-sixth those of the older countries. 
To explain this difference we find in Europe: 1-Toleration of pre
nuptial sex relations, 2-Marriage laws that result in common law 
marriages, 3-Marriage customs of various races and peoples, 4-
Increase in age of marriage and decline in proportion of married and 
5-Excess of marriageable females. In America, the main causes 
seem to be: 1-Low mentality associated with a weak will making the 
woman an easy victim for an aggressive man, 2-Ignorance of the 
dangers of immorality combined with low ideals and 3-Unwhole
~ome recreation. Overcrowding, often stressed by social workers, is 
discussed but the evidence is not conclusive. The relation between 
the saloon and brothel is taken up but many working with deliquent 
girls do not feel justified in many instances to ascribe their downfall 
to drink. Comparative statistics in some of the Southern States 
which have had prohibition for several years should contain valuable 
facts. Under "Sexual Suggestibility" thefe is no mention of the re
laton between season and sex activity. Religion as a deterrent 
influence is not clear cut especially as the same denominations give 
varying rates in different places. 

The war, feared as a probable cause of more illegitimacy, has not 
affected rates appreciably but the resulting increased lawlessness and 
disproportion of single women may show its effects later. Among 
white women, the modal age of unmarried mothers lies between 21 
and 24 years, bnt the rates from 25 to 39 are very high, although the 
highest incidence in the United States lies in the 18th and 19th years. 
Domestic service and the unskilled trades contribute the highest per
centage both here where information is scanty and abroad. In few 
places has the putative father been studied. About the same gap 
occurs between his age and that of the woman as is found in most 
married couples. From 10 per cent to 25 per cent of them are 
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married (U. S.) Mentally they are higher and of better occupa
tional level than the women. Mangold points out that the whole pro
gram of social hygiene, sex education and treatment of sex offenses 
depends upon a scientific study of the strength of the sex impulses of 
normal people measuring the differences between those of men and 
women. 

Commercial agencies providing maternity care form a distinct 
social menace as they foster abortion and, if the child is born alive, 
aim to separate it from the mother placing it when possible with 
fo~ter parents, otherwise allowing it to die through neglect.They are 
usu:..tlly patronized by those able to pay, often exorbitant rates. 
Philanthropic effort was first directed to secure the greatest consider
ation for the mother, allowing her to rid herself of the undesired 
child. \Vaste of infant life brought forward the child's claim and 
now attention is becoming focused upon the father and through this 
group of three a realization is dawning' that the subject is larger than 
the misfortune of the individual mother and child and is really the 
problem of illegitimacy and its relation to the community. Agencies 
supplying physical care have such varied facilities and standards that 
it is hard to dra\~ conclusions, but in general their methods are out-

. of-date, benevolent but not constructive. In the main, child caring 
agencies have done equally inefficient work, but some have begun the 
experiment of placing the expectant mother in a boarding home and 
supervising her in a favorable environment after release from the 
hospital. Some of us desire proof of this statement: "Every free 
and easy method of escaping the natural consequences of unlawful 
motherhood-has increased immortality and illegitimacy;" for an 
unmarried mother caring for her first child frequently becomes 
pregnant again. 

Social case work cannot become effective until our bastardy laws 
are improved and social workers come to recognize the possibilities 
of legal control. The factors involved in treatment are prenatal 
care and instruction, securing of paternal support, training for work 
whereby the mother can care for herself and child, supervising for 
at least a year after confinement and arranging for suitable commit
ment for the mentally incompetent. Some time, in a not too distant 
future, the birth of a second illegitimate child will be interpreted as 
an unfavorable comment upon the case work of the agency caring 
for the mother with her first. Constructive philanthropy does not 
touch the case of the well-to-do mother although it often cares for 
the child. Rarely does she keep her child. But, on the other hand, 
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social workers have failed generally to keep tht average mother and 
child together, although better case work might have modified results. 
Case work must be individualized and a preventive program evolved 
based upon a careful study of causes and results. The technical detail 
of standardized forms is also very important. 

The infant mortality among the illegitimate is due largely to the 
facts that many are first babies, whose chance of life is below the 
average and fevv of these mothers have received prenatal care, but on 
the other hand have often attempted to destroy tht foetus. Mangold 
speaks genrrally about the mother's conclitiun affecting the bahy's 
health, but does not give details except in the case of syphilis,- -ancl 
even here he does not mention prenatal anti-luetic treatmenl. The far 
reaching effects of over work and under or faulty nutrition upon the 
bony structure have been the subjects for much recent re:;earcll, in
formation of real value to workers especially those without medical 
background. These children often suffer from dietary disorders as 
it is rare that they receive maternal nursing. Others die in institu
tions, deprived of home life found to he essential to infant welfare. 
Many of these babies start life as dq)emlents of the state and con
tinue as such for many years, often for li fc; but tbo~_;c cared for by 
their mothers do not furnish their quota of neglect as seen in the 
Children's Courts. \Ve can expect these childrn to deviate from the 
normal and it is not surprising that many are suh or abuormal and 
fill the ranks of the delinquents and criminals. 

The age of consent is discussed historically all(l the conclusion is 
reached that it should be based upon mental rather tlun physical age. 
Proposed legislative reform i~; alonv, the way pioneered by Norway 
vvhere an illegitimate child's chances for a normal life> are enhanced 
by securing for him the right to the father's name and a share in his 
property, thus making him a rea] father rather than a putative 
progenitor. Several enlightened statutes have lllen enacted in 
various states of which those in Minnesota and rviis:·;onri, fostered by 
their children's codes, are given special mention. In a chapter de
voted to Prevention, control of deffctives is treated at length. For 
the normal there should be character building in each individual and 
improved environment for all. ]. L. B. 

Proceedings of the Congres des Institutions d'assistance et 
d'Hygiene Sociales. Exposition Nationale de la Maternite et de 
L'Enfance, Paris, July, 1921. A French reader of Hospital Social 
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Service has sent us these interesting proceedings, which took place in 
Paris last July just before the exposition of Maternity and Child 
Welfare. The congress included reports on schools of social work, 
training schools for institutional nurses, a section on the schools of 
education of children, private agricultural schools, training of 
mothers, pre-natal work, infant shelters, and what interests us most, 
a report on hospital social service which we quote almost in full:-

Hospital Social Service was born of the realization of the un
satisfactory results of purely medical work in hospitals. Doctors 
and their assistants concentrate all their effort on the diagnosis and 
etiology of disease, and in order to reach more and more exact con
clusions, spare neither their own efforts nor the time or suffering of 
the patient. 

Of course, accurate diagnosis is essential, but it is no less true that 
the justification of all this preliminary effort, is the treatment of the 
disease, and for this the doctor often finds himself entirely powerless 
He gives advice which the patient can not follow, because means, 
time, instruction and supervision are lacking. 

For instance. it is easy to make out a diet list for a diabetic or 
dyspt"ptic; but who is going to stop to notice the patient's discourage
ment when he reads of all the food his purse cannot buy? 

It is easy to advise a family to give an anaemic child a change of 
climate, or to tell a young man to leave his job, but the doctor does 
not take the trouble to make his advice possible. He makes a 
diagnosis of mental deficiency, and says to send the child to a school 
for the abnormal, but where is such a school to be found? How is 
a child to gain admittance there? The family does not know, and 
neither does the doctor; and he can not leave his work of diagnosis 
to give his time to inquiry and correspondence and there again 
therapeutics are reduced to empty words. 

In this condition lies a waste of medical effort, a clog in the 
machine, which no one can tolerate whose attention has once been 
called to it. It is not reasonable, it is not human, it is not even 
economical to stop helping the sick at the threshold of treatment, to 
leave the patient, who comes to ask for help, the task of carrying out 
medical orders if he can and how he can, otherwise so much the 
worse, for the patient there is nothing to be done. 

One can hardly hold the doctor responsible for this state of things. 
It takes all his powers to find the trouble and point out the remedy. 
He is necessarily specialized, he sees the illness rather than the 
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patients. It is right that this is so, it is right that the doctor should 
not be distracted from his own task. But then some one else must 
take charge of completing the doctor's work, busying herself with the 
physical and moral welfare of the patient after the consultation, and 
watching over the carrying out of the doctor's orders. 

After years of hospital experience, after having suffered from the 
consciousness of his powerlessness in therapeutics, after having 
often been ashamed to advise remedies impossible to carry out, Dr. 
Cabot, chief of the medical staff. of Massachusetts General Hospital, 
Boston, one day undertood what was the missing wheel in the hospital 
machine, and he created this wheel, "Hospital Social Service," the 
chief idea of which is to apply the whole treatment prescribed by the 
doctor, to evercome all the obstacles standing in the way of carrying 
out his orders, to conserve the good of the treatment itself. (Extract 
from the report of Mme. Nageatte vVilbouchewitch to the Pediatric 
Society of Paris, November 1913.) 

Following this report, an attempt was made in the service of Prof. 
l\1arfan at the "Enfants Malades," and the first "social assistante" 
began to take her place beside the medical consultant. This service, 
interrupted by the war, was taken up again later by a visiting nurse, 
but its value was already recognized. 

In 1917 the American Red Cross organized social services in four 
tuberculosis pavilions. In January 1919, the same organization 
commenced pre-natal services in four maternity hospitals. On its 
departure in July, 1919, a French committee took up this organization 
in the Lariboisiere, Tenon, Boucicaut and Saint-Antoine Hospitals. 
In June 1920, the tuberculosis services were also taken up again by 
a French committee to which had just been joined the service of Prof. 
Leon Bernard at Laennec, and the service of Prof. Bezancon at 
Boucicaut, which functioned separately. Finally in March, 1921, a 
third group was formed to carry on Hospital Social Service in the 
children's hospital. On May 30, 1921, these three groups, maternity, 
tuberculosis, and children were united in a general committee, under 
the presidency of M. Mourier, director of "!'Administration generale 
de I' Assistance publique." Besides this general committee, an 
honorary committee and a publicity committee were formed, under 
the presidency of l\1me. Millerand and of the Princess Jacques de 
Broglie. At the present time, social service functions in fourteen 
hospitals, and many doctors make use of it. The reports of the first 
years of its activity are extremely satisfying. In the maternity 
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ciYision the social \Yorker sees the pregnant women at the consulta
tion and expldins to them the help which can be given them. She 
makes :-:;ure lhat 1 hey will return regularly. She encourages them to 
nurse their babies. She uses her influence with those who would be 
tempted to abandon their children making a budget for them, showing 
that it is not impossible for a woman alone to raise a child. For those 
who already have children, she places the older babies in shelters, 
during their mother's confinement. She visits the pregnant women 
in their own humes, noticing their particular problems, and struggles 
to bring them to term with the best physique and morale possible. 

In the t ubercuhr division, the first effort of the social worker is 
to soothe the patient's anxiety about his family during his absence 
from home. She places the children who have been exposed to the 
disease in the country, and watches the hygiene of the home. By 
going to the patrons or employers of the patients, the social worker 
obtains a pension for them during their illne,.:;s, and often aid which 
allows them to accompli:~h their convalescence under good conditions. 

In the hospital she cre~tes an atmosphere of confidence and 
sympathy, by being the go-between among the scattered members of 
the family. She directs the patients, as they leave. to the social 
hygiene dispensarie;-;, or finds them work suitable to their condition. 

In the children's ho~•pitals, she helps in the out-patient department, 
and sees that the doctors' orders are followed at home explaining to 
the young mother l1ow to prepare food, how to give a hath, how to 
prepare the poultice, or the "bandage," or all things which would be 
dead letters without ller. She makes it easy for the mother to take 
care of her child herself, seeks a jolJ for the husband if he is out of 
work. and places the young brothers and sisters so that they can help 
their parents at once. She seconds the doctor in his overwhelming 
vvork in the out -patient. 

No doctor who has had a social worker to help him can do with
out one, and many are those who appeal to our association to start 
social service in their ho~;pitals, but for that funds arc necessary. 

It is an essential principle with a few exceptions, to count on paid 
workers only, who give themselves entirely to the work and who live 
in it. Volunteers are indispensable. They are a great help when 
directed and watched hy professionals, and their presence is stimulat
ing to every one, because of the lively interest which they bring to 
everything they do, but it is impossible for them to have the 
regularity r:ecessary to the proper functioning of social service. 
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The recrmtmg of "assistantes sociales," social workers, is still 
difficult enough because few people are prepared for the position; 
social workers do not just grow. The best workers are those who 
have great experience in social problems and also some acquaintance 
7.vith tlze care of the sick, that is, an idea of h:ygicnc and medicine. 

Each service comes to about 12,000 francs, for the social worker 
and 7,200 for general expenses, etc. We make an earnest appeal to 
everyone interested in social questions, and we hope that they will 
want to send us their subscription, trusting that they realize the use
fulness of our organization, and the aid which it can bring to the 
struggle against infantile mortality and tuberculosis. The hard ex
perience of the war has opened new roads to us, and has created the 
new duties of guarding the lives of all children from birth to 
maturity. The social service insures a c0nsiderable economy at once, 
but a stili greater one in the future because it lessens the expense of 
hospital care and the expense of helping the chronic cases, which 
weigh so heavily on all our budgets. French medicine, based on in
telligence, conscience and pity, should, above all else, attract and hold 
the interest of those kind people who wish to insure the restoration 
and the greatness of the nation. 

HosPITAL SociAL SERVICE AcTUALLY FuNCTioNs IN FouRTEEN 

HosPITALs 

Tuberculosis 

Sanatorium Edith-Cavell, (I vry) ; Hospital Boucicaut; Hospital 
Cochin; Hospital Laennec, (service du docteur Rist, service du 
professeur Leon Bernard); Hospital de La Sal petri ere; Sanatorium 
de Brevannes. 

Maternity, 

Maternite de Tenon; Maternite de Saint-Antoine; Maternite de 
Boucicaut ; Maternite de Lariboisiere. 

Children 

Hospital des Enfants l\1alades; Hospital des Enfants Assistes; 
Hospital Bretonnau. 

"Community Responsibility," C. Dinwiddie, New York, 1921 N. 
Y. School of Social \Vork. This study describes in detail the Social 
Unit experiment in Cincinnati over the three year period for which 
two thirds of the support was given by the National Social Unit 
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organiation and the remainder by the city. As Mohawk-Brighton 
was the district chosen, it straightway became a laboratory in which 
a new philosophic conception was tested for utilizing neighborliness 
to promote community advancement. 

The plan which continued through the three experimental years 
was government through the General Council formed by the combina
tion of a Citizens' Council composed of thirty one block workers, 
each representing the resident voters (those aged 18 or more) and 
an Occupational Council composed of the elected representatives of 
those who served the district-physicians, nurses, social workers, 
clergymen, teachers, business men, the labor group and later 
recreation workers. There were also corresponding city and national 
councils to which the local units were related. The underlying idea 
is that they are best fitted to understand, meet and solve the common 
problems of a district who live or serve the place, as they are more 
prone to know conditions and seek out causes where their natural in
terests are. 

Before choosing the location for the experiment it was ascertain
ed that it was the real wish of a large majority of the :Mohawk
Brighton population. At all times the national executives tried to 
avoid influencing local opinions and consciously fostered democratic 
discussion and plan-making. Later they eliminated themselves 
further by \vithdrawing from the city after the work was well launch
ed. Undesired puhlicity was given to the movement by the l\fayor's 
attack in the early part of 1919. This attracted many visitors who 
wrote many kinds of comments, the ablest being the articles by E. T. 
Devine which appeared in the ''Survey." This attack resulted not 
only in absorbing much of the time of executives but prevented the 
development of a recreation program. 

Various lines of work were undertaken, hut the most noteworthy 
were in the Health activities, summarized, chronologically in the 
appendix, starting with Infant Welfare Service begun at the end of 
the first six months. Prevention was stressed but inevitably it was 
found that curative work was also to be done. To prevent duplica
tion, nurses gave a generalized service, each equipping herself by 
taking instruction in the subjects she lacked. On the other hand, 
physicians tended more to specialization. By thorough follow-up, 
the number of tuberculosis cases under treatment were nearly quad
rupled, many fortunately being in the first stage. Physical examina
tion of adults was on the way to becoming as popular as that of in-
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£ants and children. Better housing, a need almost unrecognized 
before, became a live issue. 

In the bibliography we note that six bulletins publshed between 
January 1, 1917 and August 1, 1918 by the National Social Unit 
Organization describe the plan in its original conception and after the 
experiment was under way. "Community Responsibility" however, 
is the only publication giving an impartial summing up of the Social 
Unit €xperiment, giving its history, good points, defects, special ser
vices, functional relationships, results and modifications suggested by 
experience. Its thorough exposition of the subject makes it a 
valuable guide to any group planning to test this form of community 
organization as well as an important addition to the literature of 
social work. J. L. B. 

"New Homes for Old." S. P. Breckinridge. Harper & Bros., 
New York and London, 1921, This volume was provided through 
funds from the Carnegie Corporation of New York. It is a resume 
of a series of studies by authorities on Legal Conditions with Immi
grants, Education, Homes and Family Life, Agencies for Neighbor
hood Work, etc. An editorial committee criticised the material 
assembled and authorized the report by Miss· Breckinbridge. She 
has by this method reviewed the many reactions which in_fluence the 
lives of immigrants in the new world and compared the radically 
different customs with a detail which makes the book a valuable study 
for medical social workers as they are close to the lives of these 
people. Nearly every phase of family and community life is pictured 
in sufficient detail to give a working knowledge of inherent family 
customs of the old world and the effect upon these customs of life in 
the new country. Problems of family discipline, employment of the 
children in occupations novel to the parents, immigrant organizations, 
agencies of adjustment are commented upon. Family case work is 
discussed from the view of general principles with the firm proviso 
that workers must have sufficient knowledge of racial characteristics 
to work in sympathy with the immigrants. This work is far reaching 
in our national life and of utmost delicacy, and it should be used from 
the educational aspect as well as for rehabilitation. This brings us to 
the question of acquaintance on the part of the worker with the 
special language. The' author finds that the use of an interpreter 
gives rise to many difficulties. Different agencies are quoted on this 
point. 
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A list of agencies which act directly in the interest of the immi
grant in this country is appended to the volume. 

Perhaps the pages which discuss family life under the democracy 
of the United States are most vital to medical social workers. It is 
obvious that much delinquency is due to sudden attainment of free
dom among young people, who, having become self supporting, choose 
means of recreation far removed from those of their parents. All 
discipline is soon ineffective and the children assume a patronizing 
attitude toward the parents, especially to the mother who is the mem
ber of the family most indifferent to ways of the new world. She 
retains the dress of the old country and does not try to acquire the 
new language. Therefore an ever growing division occurs in the 
home. It is found that 66.9 per cent of the delinquent boys had 
foreign born parents. The comparisons of delinquency betw&en 
children of foreign and native born parents is unfair unless all in
herited traits are recognized, as the former have highly complex con
ditions to meet and they need assistance rather than criticism. In 
England the Boards of Education have met the situation by 
competent schools for mothers which are primarily devoted to child 
welfare but they are a means to the end of nationalization. In this 
country various private agencies have done similar work. The 
organized charities of Santa Barbara instituted classes in needle and 
other work for the :Mexican women of their clientele which led to 
employment, knowledge of the American language and a general get 
together spirit. The Rolling Priarie Community and the Syracuse 
Home Bureau are presented by Miss Breckinbridge as practical com
munity agencies for the immigrant. 

This work is written in a style which commends it to lay people 
who have community welfare at heart and it contains much for the 
professional worker. N. F. C. 

"A :Manual of Obstetrical Nursing." Nancy E. Cadmus, R. N., G. 
P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1922. In a foreword the author, states 
that her institutional experience convinced her of the great need for 
improving the methods used in the teaching,-, study and supervising 
work of obstetrical nursing. Probably this branch has been hereto
fore neglected because it is concerned primarily with perfect physiolo
gical conditions and it is well known that natural processes are not so 
spectacular as pathological. But, with the spreading popularity of 
disease prevention, attention is being focused more every day upon 
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skilled care being given to the largest possible number of mothers and 
babies. 

The :Mannual can be termed a practical guide for supervisors 
with the suggestion that it be adapted to meet local requirements. 
Keeping in mind to accentuate what is normal, a series of 12 outlines 
for class lessons cover the anatomy and physiology of reproduction, 
the nursing of mother and child and the disorders, complications and 
accidents \vhich may occur. A note in a series of ten lectures states 
significantly: "With the wide publicity now given to child bearing 
and related subjects, young women are asking questions which should 
be answered by those fitted to do so." 

Practical demonstrations follow the outline used by the \:Voman's 
Hospital P. G. School for Nurses of New York. In discussing the 
preparation of the delivery room it is stated that experience by the 
nurse in the operating room is indispensable for the safety of the 
patient. Attention is given to the technic of preparing the infant's 
food. Gynecological conditions are closely allied to obstetrical as 
they often occur as sequellae and have to do with the same parts of 
the body. Hence, a discussion of gynecological nursing tends to 
make one feel that the connection between these two branches is 
closer than is usually realized. 

\Vith the hospital enlarging its field to embrace the community, 
out-patient departments have grown, and this brings up the question 
of what training and supervision to give the nurses for their home 
v1s1tmg. Some excellent suggestions, tried out by the Maternity 
Center Association and the Henry Street Settlement Home Nursing 
Service, will doubtless prove of value to others undertaking similar 
work elsewhere. In describing a nurse's place and duties in the 
clinic she says: "The nurse, not the doctor, is responsible for the 
technic in the clinic room." Specimen record forms are shown. 
Clear and brief advice to mothers before the birth and the routine 
care of the baby are outlined. After reading the Mannual, one 
realizes that an exceedingly practical guide has been added to 
obstetrical and general nursing practice. J. L. B. 

A Century of Medicine at Padua. Sir George Newman. 
British Periodicals, Ltd., London, 1922. This brief retrospective 
commentary upon the medieval history of medicine by a leading 
authority on public health of the present has a highly stimulating 
quality. Italy was the home of medical scientific progress following 
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the definite work of the Greeks, and Byzantium conserved the philo
sophy of Greek medical knowledge for 200 years Venice, then the 
source of superior civil life, protected the medical scientific work 
which was developing on the healthful plains of Lombardy, from the 
feuds and conflicts of the time. 

Newman reviews the Italian medical history and the influence ex
erted upon it by the scholars and literati of a period which knew Livy, 
Petrarch, Dante Alghieri. Vesalius, a young Belgian from the 
University of Louvain, came to Padua and studied natural science 
and its influence upon anatomy and physiology. He received the 
degree of Doctor of Medicine at the University of Padua. He in
troduced new methods and became the chief exponent of the demon
strations of dissection which were then given publicly twice a year 
in the open square at Padua. He wrote F abrica H umani Corporis, 
which has been called "the beginning not only of modern anatomy but 
of modern physiology." Newman believes that this book began the 
renaissance of medicine. 

Later, Frascatorius made clear the theory of infectious diseases. 
He described three separate modes of infection, personal contact, in
termediate agents, and aerial convention. He introduced the term 
"syphilis." 

Fabricus a distinguished surgeon and scholar described position 
and form of the venous valves. He was bound by too much of past 
tradition to preceive the truth of the circulation of the blood which 
William Harvey established later. Completion of the theory of the 
system of circulation was effected by Malpighi in 1661. 

Galileo in 1564 proved certain laws of physics which were 
definitely related to physical forces in the human body and to all 
living things. His lectures attracted many serious students, includ
ing William Harvey who was later to become the founder of the 
College of Physicians of London. Descartes added to the con
clusions of Galileo. 

In Padua step by step the foundation of modern medicine was 
outlined until it became in fact the fulfillment of the prophetic wis
dom of Hippocrates, "that to know the nature of man one must 
know the nature of all things." These steps were made by students 
from England who endured hardships crossing the Alps on pack
horses. Through their initiative Italy, became the scene of scientific 
research in biology, physics, mechanics, physiology and anatomy. 
Newman calls their day the period of Dawn. N. F. C. 
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ABSTRACTS 
"Cardiac Disease and Its Relation to Industrial Efficiency," C. F. 

Coombs. Jour. Indus. Ilyg., 1922, III, 227. This comment is based 
on findings of the Ministry of National Service in England. Ten 
per cent of the men who were rejected for military duty in the war 
were unfit because of cardiac condition. Four great causes of this 
disability are rheumatic infection, syphilis, high arterial tension, and 
arteria sclerosis. Women are more subject to the first than men. 
The economic waste which results in industry following these factors 
is the topic of the paper. The first objective of an attack upon 
disease is prevention. With cardiac disability the primary issue is 
that medical men shall fix upon a definite policy in etiological work. 
This is effected through research. Constant interruption of the 
education of children in school life is an important consideration in 
their future industrial status. It may be relieved in large measure by 
a plan for home study periods during the attacks of illness. More 
schools for crippled in hospitals with suitable workshops in the insti
tution or nearby will effect relief to monotony in the ward stay of 
patients and in their economic progress. The shops attached to 
hospitals for ex-service men were a practical demonstration of end 
results of this measure. Well organized medical staffs are essential 
to such workshops, also equipment for cardiac examination and a 
consultative out-patient department. This would conserve the time 
and resources of doctors, patients, and industrial resources. 

"Values in Nutrition," E. V. McCullom. Pub. Health Nurse 
Bull., 1922, VIII, 22. The report summarizes a study of rickets, 
made at Johns Hopkins Hospital through work with rats. For all 
purposes incidential to this work the conclusions based on study of 
rats are equal to those with human beings. Water, dietary elements 
known as vitamines, and in the work in question an antiscorbutic 
substance are varied. The idea that a clean tooth never decays is not 
sound for certain essential elements of nutrition are also needed to 
form sound teeth. After they are formed a clean mouth is necessary 
from infancy. The author believes an excess of cereal is habitually 
fed to children in this country. A simple daily routine food ration, 
is outlined. This contains milk products equal to one quart of milk, 
salads, vegetable or fruit, to be used twice, and one generous portion 
of cooked green vegetables. Cod liver oil and sunshine are both use
ful in the treatment of rickets, but neither will replace food values 
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entirely. The races which have survived are those whose habitations 
were on pasture lands where cattle were maintained. The food of 
these people included garden products in abundance. For instance 
the Arabs Jews and Laplanders are sturdy. l\1eat is deficient in cer
tain nutnttves. A study of skulls of American Indians showed good 
teeth. 'fhe natives of the Hebrides Islands are habituated to simple 
food which consists of the coarser parts of fish, oats and green leaf 
vegetables. Rickets seldom appears there. Other illustrations of 
racial characteristics followed the theory of the paper. 

"Talks By A Psychologist," D. A. Laird, Trained Nurse & H osp. 
Re·u., 1922, LXVIII, 397. The mechanism of the brain acts under 
the influence of certain factors such as conventions which are recog
nized and fixed by legislation in federal, state or municipal procedure 
for the welfare of society; and from other influences such as physical 
reactions, environmental conditions, etc. Nerve tissue in action 
causes nerve changes which effect prompt response in the brain. 
Nutri.tional habits create chemical changes in the body. These are 
communicated to the brain. Mental life is therefore controlled -by 
definite cause and effect quite as distinct as the muscular activity. 
Certain mechanisms v,rhich act in definite ways are known as pro
jection, compensation, repression, sublimation and introjection. 
These are traced by the author. The latter type is illustrated by the 
individual with introspective and dreaming habits, who suns com
panionship. Sublimation is a characteristic mechanism which pro
duces fine qualities and good actions. 

"Research In Chemistry as Related to Medicine. R. H. Chitten
don, 1 our. A mer. AI cd. Ass'n., 1922, LXXVIII, 1274. This paper 
summarizes briefly the outlines of the relation of biochemistry in the 
medical service. Ultimate solution of physiologic or pathologic re
~earch rests upon a phy-_.;ical or chemical factor. Biochemical 
analyses of the body processes, such as metabolism, nutrition, 
che•1ical properties of cellular substance is essential in each special 
field. A study of cellular substance revealed the presence of iodin in 
cells of the animal body which later led to knowledge of the relation 
of thyroid gland to exophthalmic goiter and other diseases. Gland 
extracts are a significant influence in control of blood pressure. 
Vitamins are known to be chemical substances. Thus chemistry has 
discerned the elements of dietary deficiencies in scurvy, pellagra, and 
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beriberi. The proteins are composed of certain chemical constituents 
which relate to digestion or growth. The nature of bodily immunity 
to disease and ultimately to social welfare is one that involves chemi
cal processes as all science is directly related to development of 
individuals. The author gives logical reasons for the competent 
development of specialists in each of the fields of bacteriology, 
physiology, chemistry, clinic and hospital administration, rather than 
the prevailing plan of assembling a group of fairly well trained work
ers under the executive who has specialized in one field. Co-operation 
on a basis of equal adequacy of service among workers will insure 
thorough results in each of the essential branches of medical re
search. The author compares the system to exploration of an un
known country where the geologist, the mineralogist, the botanist 
explore in company for an ultimate common interest. 

"Occupational Therapy, J. W. Brannan. Amcr. Jour. Pub. 
H calth, 1922, XII, 367. While the name of this therapeutic field is 
of recent origin, the work in an elementary form was known since 
1797 as shown by records which state that Benjamin Rush advised the 
managers of the Pennsylvania Hospital to introduce work in that 
year among the patients for its beneficial effect. Following the Civil 
vVar the work was little heard of until in the nineties it was resumed 
actively. Hospitals for the insane have been among the first to adopt 
it. The recent war gave great impetus to its development as a special 
field of therapeutic care. Certain medical men have used the practice 
of teaching some form of occup~tion to patients in sporadic instances. 
Trained workers in handicraft are nmv accepted as an important fac
tor in standarizing the work. At Bellevue Hospital, New York, the 
State Charities Aid Association has organized and helped to finance 
the work in the psychopathic, neurologic, tubercular, surgical and 
some of the medical wards. The medical staff should have general 
supervision of the plan and especially of the nature and amount of 
work for individual cases, but this is difficult where they do not 
understand its trend. Therefore it must be demonstrated to them 
that they may exercise sufficient direction over it to ensure its thera
peutic quality. \Vhere the trained teacher and the individual medical 
men unite in co-operation the development of the field is excellent. 
\Vritten prescriptions and definite records of progress of patients 
while using occupational therapy will give accurate findings. Dr. 
Lambert, who observed the work in war hospitals in France, and in 
Bellevue Hospital believes that this form of therapy reduces the 
hospital stay of the patient who is eligible for it about one third. 
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The aspect of the entire ward changes for the better after its incep
tion. Its prerogatives entitle it to a definite place in the hospital 
organization. 

"Is Social vVork Making Good In New York?" B. B. Burritt. 
Better Titnes, 1922, III. The author finds that on the whole it is 
doing so but there is much slack to be taken up and the paper is a 
review of certain mooted points of the latter condition. He finds 
that the most definite and readily measurable progress in the contribu
tion of New York social agencies in the last two decades lies in 
the field of health. Sickness in all its stages has been and still is the 
greatest factor preventing social progress. The gains made in re
duction of disease through welfare activities are vital to social and 
economic efficiency. The crux of this measure lies in more general 
education of the community at large as many people still are unaware 
that given diseases are preventable. The material is available and 
the demonstration has been made. The author finds a marked re
duction in poverty as a result of public health. Child welfare has 
accomplished results in health measures, foster home organization, 
restriction of child labor, and in education. In the delinquent and 

·penal field juvenile delinquency has decreased and good legislation 
has been sustained. Recreational work has made definite and rapid 
progress but it should become an integral part of the life of every 
person. The most serious defect in the analysis of social work in 
New York is the absence of any clear means of summing up costs, 
ways and means, and end results. Social workers should insist upon a 
basis of fact and comprehensive data upon which to plan for the 
future. It is essential to the life of the common welfare. The 
public who give funds to the extent of about $50,000,000 annually, 
have no clear view of conditions,' organizations, or results. All of 
these are the objects of political and partisan effort. About 4,100 
agencies are active and the duplication and crossing of routes has not 
appreciably lessened, nor has untiy of purpose advanced. Housing 
conditions are not improved, due largely to faulty comprehension of 
the large problems. This calls for a high type of social engineering. 
Unemployment is marked. The churches have certain types of social 
work, but, there again, individuality is so strong a characteristic as to 
create one of the chief impediments to true social service. 

''Nervousness: It's Cause and Prevention," A. F. Riggs. Af ental 
Hygiene, 1922, VI, 263. Nervousness is defined as a term commonly 
used to describe the results of poor adjustment of man to his environ-
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ment. It is one of the aspects of human behavior which is most 
suitable for mental hygiene work in its preventive application. The 
physical elements of environment, such as food, clothing, and con
ditions pertinent to physical violence and disease, are all within the 
field of preventive medicine. Nervousness is the expression of bad 
social adjustment as it involves behavior. Its correction is based 
upon the acquirement of normal habits. Its treatment is a special 
field for which medical men should be prepared and in which the 
patient must be educated. Nervousness i's due to inefficiency and is 
not auto-intoxication. Although the latter is contributory to it. 
Human psychology is fundamentally a study of the reaction of man 
as a whole being to his individual contacts ancl may be discussed 
under three headings : reflex, instructive and acquired. These are all 
readily illustrated by such processes as the digestive organs, and by 
emotional reactions. The tremendous changes in social environment 
have taxed the adaptive powers of man and his mental calibre has 
scarcely developed to effect competent adjustment to those changes. 
The recognizable symptoms of potential nervousness are-sensitive
ness to the painful and disagreeable, overbalance of instincts, faulty 
application of intelligence, uneven development of physical, mental or 
moral powers. Preventive measures to correct abnqrmal nervous
ness are based on clear knowledge of personalilies, thoroughness and 
concentration in work or recreation, facing conditions squarely, free
dom from worry and over introspection. The individual must learn 
to rate himself and his problems as normal rather than singular to 
himself. 

"Hospital Social Service," G. Knowlton. Hasp. IV vrld, 1922, 
XXI, 169. The function of the work is given by the author in 
practical illustrations of case \ovork with patients as an introduction to 
the lusis of educational elements. The best plan on beginning a new 
department is to select a few types of cases such as tuberculosis or 
orthopedic and demonstrate how social vwrkers m~y act to complete 
the prescribed medical treatment by readjusting environment or by 
education, or through both measures. Cardiac patients who need 
diet or change of employment, the unmarried mother facing an un
certain future with scant knowledge of her own or the infant's 
physical responsibilities, are typical studies. Co-operation with 
agencies in the community is adjusted. Three important educational 
fields are within the province of the social service department in 
hospital and dispensary. First is the essential plan of teaching the 
patient the relation and importance of good hygiene and sanitation 
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and its bearing on his physical condition, the uses or recreation, 
education and work well adjusted, and reaction of these upon 
health anc,l economic efficiency. The hospital social worker is a 
means of education in the community through her contacts with 
families and agencies and she may also interpret the place of the hos
pital as a public health agency. Social legislation is a form of educa
tion and the data of the department is an important contribution to 
such efforts. Instruction of the medical student has been one of the 
oldest forms of the work as it was created by Emerson in Baltimore. 
Nr:rses in training are sent to the department for an introduction to 
\vork which has vital influence upon their regime. Preventive 
medicine has one of its greatest fields in the out-patient department 
and, as a medium of teaching the people at a strategic point, it is 
destined to develop into a great focal center of preventive education. 

"Psychiatry, Psychology, Psychologists, Psychiatrists," W. 
Healy. J}[ ental II }'girnr. 1922, VI, 248. This discussion is based 
on observation of such procedures as in mental hygiene work by one 
kind of specialist; for instance, the psychometrist who judges mental 
ability of the individual on the findings which are inadequately 
interpreted from a few mental tests, or on psychological examination 
apart from the consideration of physical and social features of the 
case, or by the phychiatrist or neurologist who gives advice on social 
or educational policies on equally superficial evidence. According to 
the author, each of these specialists in mental work is pursuing 
objective study in the whole field without a definite understanding of 
special theories. Other professional workers such as journalists and 
laymen and general medical practitioners are taking part in the mental 
field without competent knowledge. The conclusions of the author 
outline for psychiatrists the following: That there are distinctions 
bet·ween capacity or structure or functions of mental qualities and one 
does not invalidate the other: Determination of either field requires 
special preparation. Psychological tests should be interpreted upon 
a basi~3 of sound knowledge or general and educational psychology. 
Th~ development in methods of testing and of literature in the 
psychological field is rapid and its aquaintance demands intensive 
effort. Vocational and educational adjustments are essential to the 
large group of poorly adjusted individuals. Testimony as to 
mentally defective persons is appropriately given by psychologists if 
diagnosis of physical and mental conditions are at hand. Psycholo
gists should realize that diagnosis of mental and physical ability is 
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essential to mental estimate. All problems of psychoses and neuroses 
require special training. The dynamic aspect of mental life is one of 
its prominent characteristics for observation. Certain descriptive 
terms which are individual in this work should be evolved as in 
psychology. Both specialists should recognize that there is still much 
to learn in each of their own fields and in the other's and that each 
i~ complementary to the other : good team work is therefore essential 
e>pecially in case conference. Objective standanls on behalf of each 
,,·ill eliminate confusion and inadefluacy of work. The most promis
ing field of the present is in work with children. 

"lV[ental Health and the Newspaper," N. A. Crawford. l.J e!ltal 
fD'gZ:t0 1lC ., 1922, VI, 300. The fundemental ideal of news publica
tions are synonymous with good mental hygiene. This author cites 
telling examples of departure from those ideals among the average 
newswriters. fn practical terms the mischievous efiect of the latter 
lies in the ignorance of such writers of the elements of psychology 
and its relation to crime and to community morale. Exact interpre
tation is the fair policy in giving descriptions of political and 
economic events. These are significant in mass psychology. It is 
not expected or desirable that journalists shall become mental special
ists but they need a suftlcient appreciation of the nntstCtnding- r(>action~> 

of mental hygiene for it is an invaluable asset in edi!orial work. The 
column or news writer who discusses indnstri:1l problems, politcal and 
criminal events has the power to move public opinion, especially with 
the superficial reader. The relation of newspapers to mental health 
involves racial and national psychologies. Distor!-ion or e-xageration 
in presenting current events has telling effect in community opinions. 
The province of the journal is to endorse sane leaclep_;hip. 

Employment Bureau 
In order to be of greater service to our readf'rs, If ospital Social 

Service will conduct an employment bureau for Hospital Social 
Workers. Until further notice, a list of positions open will be 
carried free. Copy should be received at the -Editorial Office b~T the 
tenth of the month. In answering keyed advertisements, please 
mail replies separately to Editorial Office in New York. In reply
ing, give professional trammg, salary requirements, previous 
positions held and three or more references. Position wanted 
announcements \vill also be carried. The charge will be $2.00 per 
insertion. Copy should reach the New York Office by the tenth of 
the month. 
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Corrections and Additions Hospital Social Service Departments 

NEW YORK 

STAPLETON, STATEN IsLAND 

U. S. Marine Hospital No. 21 

Red Cross Social Service 

CINCINNATI 

OHIO 

Jewish Hospital and Dispensary 

Social Service Department 

Alice Boyden, Chief 

Molka Segal, Director 

PENNSYLVANIA 

PHILADELPHIA 

Philadelphia Hospital for Contag
ious Disease 

Social Service Department 
Second and Luzerne Street~ 

Ruth M. Butler, Supervisor 

Miss Katherine Rogers has left the Social Service Department of Women'~ 

Hospital, New York. 

Miss Estella A. \Vasson has been appointed Director of Social Service of 

Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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